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Abstract 
The p~rpose of this study was to investi~ate th• 
• 
i n~ependent_. readinq preferences . of children in grades t'our, 
. .. . . . .. .. . 
five, and six, in three · selected areas. of Newfoundland, and 
' "" . 
> 
\ . 
· ! 
' - . ~ ~ . 
~ to determin~ · whether there were significa~t relatio~s between. 
: . . . . ·. \ . . . 
I 
I ' 
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. ~.""·.. ' . . .: . . 
.. / these pr~~erences and . the gr:ad~ leve·i'~ sex, . a~d ' geogra.I?hicat 
i. · 
'. 
. . . 
. loca tiona of the s'tudents ... 
1he i•strument used in this survey was iaentical to that 
used· by or,. 'Ed~ard G • . summers. and Ann Lukaa.evich of the 
. •' . 
'un.i~ersity o'f British C~lumbia in . a_ -survey they did of the 
t - • • • 
reading 'preferences of intermediate-grade children. in thtee 
Canadian· cities in 1978.' Fourtee~ representative catego.ries 
of . te~~ing were included in the inventory, . and following the 
.. 
.. . i • _. • 
, __p.a.i..r-ed-.c..om.p~i-so~f.or.ma:.t.-.:we~rc-e-,.-:-o.~ a.niz.e4.---SO-t-h-a-t.--eaeht-----~-'¥'~ 
-~ . . 
. c~tegory appeared · flr~t and second about a~equa~--nu~b~r-0£----------
. . . . ' · t~es~ 'and a · total group ·gt qinety-one pairs was presented in 
' •. I ' ' • .., ' 
. .• random ~ ~rder. . J 
' I 
'.rhe Sample COnSiSted 0{ .747 grade fOUr 1 and si~, 
classes. from· three areas in the proyj.nce; Gander, 
Glove rtown 1 · and F.ogo I s·La nd. Whole 
' '. ' 
irrespective of· 
. . ability,· were included in the stu~y. ~eating was done within 
. 
~ . . 
;; a . six-week p~riod dur:~ng the fall term of the 1984-85 school 
~" .. 
. -
• 
An ahal,yai·a. of' the rank order of reading prefer~nces · 
. }, 
indicated that the IJ\Oat ~opular categori~a for . students in· 
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this survey were mystery, adve _nture, romance, fantasy, and 
. . 
The · survey ind·icated, how~ver, - that· reading 
. . 
.Preferences are affected by· the variables of sex, grade 
level, ·and to a fesser extent, geographical location. An 
I ~-. . . . 
analysis of var.iance result!' (AN_OVA) indicated ·highly 
, significant preference diffe.rence fo~ ~~v1~ of th; ... fourtee.n 
categories :·for the three communitiesJ to ' five of the 
t I . : . , ~ 
fourteel) categories·; for grades four', five, and . six~ and 
. . . •. , . . I 
eieven .of the -f-o~rteen '\~ategories. fpr boy . a~d '.girls. 
' I 
Signif !cant interacti~ns·· we~e. also · fbund: i~··. combinati~ns of 
. . 
c_o~muni.ty_, gr.ade,, ~nd sex f~r many of the fou;rtee·n 
. . 
.. 
categories. _.The~urvey i~~~a~ed · that GanA.er student~ and 
Glovertown studen s were fairly -.similar in their reading ,. 
I • 
preferences," · bu't ·that Fogo stud~nts v~'ried . s igni fic~ntly in 
• •• • 
: • .&"':>'C 
. '
- ---- --.........._:_..their-reading pr-eferem:·e-s-;-when their reading· ~r~fer;ences 
. ~· 
• ' o 
1 • 
'· 
.~ ' 
. . . 
were · compared with either th~ reading prefer~nces of Gander .. · ·· 
. . . • ' . .. 
. s'tudents or Glo'!ertown students. There · were . also clear · ·· 
. ' . 
mat;urat~onal ch~nges in reaqing pref~rences· for the three 
', I .. 
grad~s. ® The. readi_ng preference inventory (RPI) arid the · 
. . . . 
.·related index of read_ing prefer~z:tce q:RP) proved to be u~eful 
and reliable tool's for ·~e. asur~ng and . ~an.king rea~Hng·Q 
. ' , . ~ --- ' 
prefere,nces in the intt:rmediate g~ade~, and co\rl~d by 
teachers~- 1 i brar ians, . and reading spe ci ali sts, ·to he ~P· .· · 
't • 
. identify, deve~op and st~mulate· reading interests • 
. !, 
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CHAPTER I 
~L 
·' 
TilE PROBLEM . 
Introduction 
.. 
) 
' .· 
1 
Qewey (196~), in one of the _ea_r.lle.,st. de~-wlition~ of 
.. · "ihte:rest" ,' iden.tif.:ied it thus: . 
Interest and .aims, concer.ns · antl purpoaes are . 
necessarily ' connected: •• such· wor'ds as intere&l, 
·affe"c-t±on,. ·concern, motivation" emphasize active 
~esire.' ~d. act to a·ecu:r.:e · p~s-stbl~ resul ~· <.%· 1.2~) ~· ·: 
, . 
' A• ' 
Hur'lock ( 19'56), 
01 • • 
in defining "in~erest" with .respect to the ' 
chil~, ma~e this ob~ervation: · D 
~ 
An interest is·. a learned moti-ve which drives 'the· 
· individu-al tO--act &n accordance with that in.terest. 
It is defined•as preocc?pation witb an' activity 
when the indiy.idual is free- to· .choose. v When -"th~ 
child finds .an activity satisfying, it .continues to 
be an interest (·p. ,440). · · 
""'" · ' , 
.. 
.. 
, . 
... 
• 
·.Th~s, c~pab.le educato~s . cogni~ant of t'he_.importance at 
• ·-.. "'~ 4 . : . • I ' o • e 
. intet:Qst · in learning~ · utillz~ -~his fac·tp£ fn ,p~anninJ ,t~~-
~ ·" • (I 
cuiricu ll.tm, and nowhere is t.~is 'JOOre important than in·-the 
' . ~ ) t( 
. I 
area of reading. · The importance· o£ interest. to 'rP.ading iq_ 
described by Barbe (19.63) as fo·ll~p: 
' ' 
' . 
The teacher Wl'\O can •develop w.it~n her ' cltildre~ 
p~rmanent interests in reading }1as· · sttc.ceeded . in her 
g'bal· "of teaching reading. The child may then 
continue learning, ~ven wi~hout helP,- of the 
teacher, and his eaubation will contin4e throughou~ . 
h1s ·life. The importance of the interest factor in 
the reading program must not.be minimized for 'itt~ 
the keystone~£ the :child's learning (p. 490), 
' . 
· "' ... . 
' / . 
... 
' '-
r 
. . . 
. . 
' . 
• ... . 
. ... • 
•: 
. ,' 
' .. 
.· 
t~ ' 
' 
•' . 
.· 
. I 
.. 
... ' 
. '; 
: ' ~ •• ·, 
0
: o ' ~ 1 - t , I' t'l ' • ' o '• : ', • ~ • 
... ..... 
......,.....;.. ' ' • I • 
~ 
- )' 
.. 
--·- . ~ . " 
'> 
~ 
' 
2 
concern~d specifically with i.dent i·fying 
as reflected by the choices of readi~g 
• 
' . 
. · mater,ials· that fnte6mediate~gra.de students ma'ke for-pl.ea·sure 
• ' '._ I 
-... ' or · ·for lnfor·ma.tion. · The ·study does . not take into 
--. - ' . ::. • . . ~ 
consideration. ·an}'. ~ate·rials 'that . students. read· fOJ;' the 
_..--
-purpose of . ~~tis·f~i'hg) a teacher -or .~ pa·rent. '" 
' -
. . ' 
-.. .. 
-· 
·' . 
' II' • • { 
' 4i 
• . , 
.. ' 
...... ~· . ; • __ ,)-
The Purpose ·of"the study 
, ·.· .: . ' . The pu.rpose c>f thi'S· . at~ d~- wa~ to i nve s .t iga te·~'lt . 
' . . • . . t, ', 
i ndepende.l\t rea~i ng · prefere'nces· .of 'ch,i'ldren in gractes four, 
', '.l 
.. . . 
P · .. 
. ... • ~- • . .. .- .. i ' ' ,. • • 0 
fiv.e, -~nd ·· six,---:ln three selected areas o.f · Newf"oundland, 
- . 
·.• ' -
. . " 
· .namel·y Fo,go 'I!i!land, Gander, and Glovertown.· Most of the 
: ~ . . 
..·studen'ts attend schools which are under the jurisdiction of 
_ the Terra 'Nova· Integrated Sch.ool Board·, ~he schools on . Fogo 
._,. . l:sla~d . -wete. considered. a uri it of .study although there· are 
·. '• . .. . 
o~e~e~ sma11 • primary-~lementary 
. . 
" ' ~ . 
. -
· central high . sch~o.l. . Thi's school 
I • I • - •S 
,... ' • tJ • • • • ! • ~ 
· \ t tt .e _ T ' ~ r. a -N-o v a , ._I. ~ t e g r a. t' e d 
• t> •, 
s·cho~is- -- feeding i.nto Ol'\e. 
is. jointly- administere.d by 
School Board. and the 
' . 
' 
. ~a,.d,er-Bo.nay.lsta-connai~re Roma~ ·~at~olic· school Board. The ._. 
• • I • ' • • • r: ...,_ ~ 0 • 
.: ·.,:l~mentary .. s~hopls on Fog.o Island c·ome · under several 
... 
~. · ~jurisdictions: ·one- is a Pentecostal achoo~, two• are joint 
' . . •. . . .. 
· ..,. .• ~ . s.~~v:~ Of.le,rateci,. ·_by tJ:t.e Reman · c~th~lic and Integrated school 
" ' . . 
' . ,.·,' ·~~~·rd·~·, . :· . th·r~e : a .. re ' 'Integra~ed, . and one is a Roman catholic 
- -
.. 
" 
. " 
. ' ' 
'·. 
, · . '. 
.f 
. . . 
Tciho~l ~. ,.~ ~. ; .: .~ 
. . . - h 
. .. . ' ' "" 
; The answers'to two major questions were sought: 
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3 
children in the middle grades? 
2. Are there significant relations between these 
1., -
-4 
interests and a. grade leve 1? 
.: r 
b. sex? 
c. geographica~ location? 
·" 
Statement of the Problem 
., 
__ Although there ~re now literally hundreds of studies of 
~ 
. 
r . ch~ldren's reading interests, the v~st majority of tho~e have 
. ... 
-
been ~arried aut in the United·States. With the exception of 
t 
those of Minkler (1948·), As_h1ey (1972), Landy (1977), 
Burdenuk (1978), and Summers 'and Lukasevich (1983), few 
, studies have been done which explored the reading interests" 
of Canadian. children. Very little has been done on .reading 
interests in the province of Newfound~land, especially in the 
intermediate grades. Brett ( 1964) surveyed 'the le.isure 
.. 
reading of grade nine student~ in Central High schools of the 
\ .. ... 
-·-· ' . province, and Crocker (1967), the leisure reading of high 
schoo.l students·· in Newfouhdland, library facilities in the 
·schools·, . and home backgr'ound as it· r.e la ted to. r 'e ad i ng • 
. · 
Practically nothing has been done o~ the readi~g -interests qf 
.r intermediate-grade chil~re~ except Galway's ·i;980) study 
which explored the· reading interests of beginning grade six· 
. ., 
. 
students under the jurisdiction of one . particular sch6ol 
· bQard, and' the congruency _of those interests with selected 
·basal reading programs. 
~-- .....:.. -· 
. ' . ·'', 
r 
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Meanwhile, there is incr~asing evi~ence that children of 
\ 1-
t'Oday are reading more,. and more widely than any previous 
.i 
generation .(Landy, 1977; Ashley, 1972; Summers & Lukasevich, 
19 8 3 )'. There are many reaso.ns given for this and, one that 
seems to· predominate is that there are more books avallable 
•.. 
today .than ever before~ and because of improved library 
- . facilities and programs, t~ose books are made ·avclilable to 
. 
• 
more and more children. Within this prov!nce, as elsewhere, 
. ' . . 
_ele.,nt~ry, schoo~s are es'tablishing ' l"ibraries within the 
schools, and ' . some school boards are employing . trained 
resource -people to c~ordinate library programs with the 
school curricula. M o s t t e a c h e_,r s i n c tude _c.ou r s e s · i n 
childre-n's literatur.e and l~brary science ·. in their training 
program. Public libraries, too, C!re giving ·increased 
attention to their ~hild.ren 's sections, ·with the express~d 
aim of increasing c_omml!nications with the .home and school and 
·• \ 
of. prQJI)Qt.ing more read.! ng ·and a more effective use of lfbrary · 
facilt.ties. 
- , · 
There is also an increased popular! ty in children's book 
clubs, often sponsored by classroan teachers. Children are 
able to 'buy reprints ~ quality lite~ature in .inexpensive 
paperbacks, \some of which include : reproductions of original 
' . . 
illust.rations.,- Modern children's · literature is reflecting 
' 
·.,. . 
changes in society and the. resultant concerns brought about .. 
by these-~anges. 
children'~~ding 
In view of this, it is.logical to expect 
interefi.ts to change. 
~ 
·;~· 
+ 
Also, because of 
~ 
~ 
\ 
\ 
.· 
• 
"'· 
\ 
I 
. ,
/ 
technological cha-Gg~~ brought about by televis.ion, 
5 
their 
interests· are extending beyond the confines· of home, school, 
and conyJtun-ity, and their awarenesss of the world and its 
problems is broadening • 
.. 
. ' 
Mackintosh (195.7) sllmmarized the influence of the 
contemeora~ scene· as follows: 
Children as_ human beingl)t h'ave not changed over the· 
years, but in the. last : decade science. has · modified-
various aspects of their envir~nment iif"such a way as to· 
create_ new inte-rests. As one ~llample, more children 
than ever ~efore have . . travelled beyond the boun~aFies of 
_thei.r own c~unty, eity, s~ate, and ~ven ·natiCJn. 
Children are on the move as parents- seek new jobs, or as 
their ~ork requires ' that they move from one plac~ to 
another, Change.s in transportation and communication 
have brought about increased mobility of · population (p. 
142). 
Thus, this study sought to identify the •reading 
.. . 
interests of children in the intermediate ·grades in three 
geographic-al areas . of Newfoundland ' nameiy, Fogo Island, 
' . . . 
- -
Gander, 'and .Glovertown. It also tried to determine whethe·r 
, 
·such factors as· · sex, age, and geographical location, affected 
these interests, .and whether these interests are cha noing. 
The findings should be use-ful in aiding teachers, librarians, 
ancf reading specialists, to bring books a.nd children 
• 
toget~er, 
Liaitations of the Study 
1. The investigation of children's reading interests in this · 
particular study was confined mainly -to children in one 
I , 
. . 
, 
' 
• I 
\ 
... 
.. 
' 
.· 
\ -. 
\ 
• 
-. 
• 
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·. 
educational district of t~he province, 'the Terra Nova 
~ 
l:nteg~ted School Board. · The exception was Fogo I~land 
where children attenc;l schools operated by the Terra Nova 
J: ntegrated School Board, the Gander-Bonavista-Connaigre 
.Roman Catholic School Board, the Pentecostal School 
Board, 
~ .. . / 
an1d those operated jo..intly by the Terra Nova 
--. . 
. . 
,. Integrated an\d Roman ca~}lo!ic School Boards· 
I • 
Although the .subjects ~ere urged to react to the 
. . 
questions· on the inventory in the ~ays they really 'felt, 
c • • . . "--._ > 
.it can be assumed that social pressures and expectations 
' 
had some influence on the subjects' respdnses • 
3. Since '.it ';ias considered necess<:'ry in the · instructions to ·. 
encourage the students to make cho.ices, even in cases 
where they might find it very difficult to decide which 
of the two alternatives they preferred, a somewhat 
artificial situation may have resulted where a ·prefe-rence 
is stated. to exist where there may no-t: have' been .9ne • 
4. No attempt was made to copsider the relationship ~ other 
. , 
~actors· such as intelligence, library faci1.ities, and 
home background, to chi1dren' s reading interests. The 
' 
scope of .~his partiqu1ar invest..iga.tion made such 
considerations· prohi.bitiv.e. ( 
' I 
.. 
' - ·~ . ' ) 
! 'I .'II j 
•• 
., . 
' 
. . { 
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Organization of the Thesis tl . 
This chap-ter has presented the purpose 'ot the · study, the .~~~ 
~ignificance of the ·study, and the limitations of the study. 
J Chapter II include,s a review of relevant literature. 
_, . . 
. . . . rirst~ the writer . d~scusses the 'gene~:;al relevanc:·of interest 
)tp re~d~ng ano ~-hen how the factors of ~ex, .a_~=-·· .and 
-. geographical location., each· · in turn, · af:fect reading 
- . . )' . . 
interests. The ~hapter concl\)des with a brief summary of the 
. -- ' . 
literature -.reviewed. . . . 
The ·methodology for ttl~ ~tudy is given in Chapter III . .. 
It ' expla.ins the choice .of communities and grades and the tyP.e 
of school used in th•e survey. It also descri9es the' design 
. - . 
of t;he inventory, and· the collection of the data. 
_Chapter IV presents the major findings of the study and . 
-a discussion of the effects of the facto.rs being analyzed. 
Chapter V summarfzes the s~udy~ draws conclusions, and 
• 1 
makes ' comparisons, based on the findings. e t~esi~ 
,, 
concludes· with a discussion of certain implication and makes 
' r a number of rec~~nda~ ic;ms for ' further research.-
! 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELAT;ED L:ITERATURE · 
/ • I 
.. :Introduction 
·-
8 
. . ·. "" ..  .• 
Since the ea(iiest reported study .on cl}ildren • s reading 
. . -
.·interest·s by True in 1893, literally·-. hundred~ of others have 
been . ~de · (witty, 196Q,; . Harris, 196'9). 1 Many diverse methods 
have .t>een employed to determine what children read, how much , . 
they rea.d,, and what factors such as· 
. . . 
,• I 
s .ex, ·age, race, 
geographical ~6cation, 
. . ... ( I • 
and . intelligence, ·affect · children's .. 
I 
· choices of readi.ng materials'. ·Because this present study 
. ' ... ':, ·:~; 
' 'I 
. . \ . 
analyzes children • s independent re~ding · ihteres.ts, a.nd how • 
these particular factors - sex, age, and geographical 
' ,. ·· "' 
•' . ,··~~-£. ' 
location -- may or may -not influence J.:bem, the literature 
revi~wed deals mainly with these several factors and how they -· ~ 
·. '· 
. . 
· inf.luend·e what children read •. 
.. 
I 'ntereat as a Determinant , iw Reading Success 
Mo~t readi~g people feel that/ the .. stud;n~, irresp_ectiv; 
i f\ .'; ·.· 
..  '\ - . 
of _ability, will do ~~_ell when mater.ials used are interesting. 
White (1972) set forth evidence tp show that if books are 
. '· 
interesting, students will read materials above their present .:. . 
. 
. . 
grade .level. Lowry . ( 1968) aaid that interest he ips a child .. 
make "those intuitive insights frequently ~ referred . tq ~:s .· 
u.sing cqntext clues.. (,P• 14). Jenkinson ( 1964) I in stressing 
the importance of . interest to ~eading·, stated a 
. . -
. ' 
-·-' ... 
. ·' 
. ... 
'i 
., 
' . 
" 
'·' 
I 
1···· 
\.1 < 
.. 
_., , ' I 
( 
J 
I 
..;.·,,.,. 
d · . 
interest wi'll determine oo'.t only whe-ther an 
individual will le.arn to .read, but how well he will 
read, how much he will read, and ,'in what areas he 
will read (p. 123.). · 
• 
9 
Byers ll964), in discussing the importance of interest 
as a key factor to rea~ng development,. sai·d·: · 
. a . - ' The importance ·of v.i tal, interesting mater~al for 
reading is · un.contested·~. What a child reads .with ·· 
· ~nterest is re~arding to... him and may lead .. to 
further r.ea~:Ungr · ·what a "ehild reads withCfUt 
interest may ·~ssist · in . t~e development :of reading 
skills. but .' may, impede, th.e formation of positbre 
attitudes·. toward .reading and the desire to do' 'more 
reading. · There is also. evidence · that interest iri 
materials read correlates highly with. re·ad1ng 
. I 
' . compre.hension ( p. 227). · 
.. 
•• 
· .. .. 
The -role of the 'teacher "in recognizing ~he importance of 
l''' 0 
interest is described by Barbe ( 1963): 
I 
. The teacher who can develop within her ·children 
/permanent interest in reading has succeeded · ·in her . 
goal of teactHng reading. The child may then 
continue 'learning·, even without the help of the 
teacher, and his education will continue throoonout 
his life. The importance1'of ·'the interest factor in · 
the reading program must not · be minimized,. for it 
.~s" the keys~one of the child ~s learn'ing ( p. 490). · 
u ·n de rs tanding· the re la t i on!th i~ be tween J:h i ldren • s 
. 
ability to read and their interest in it, is ·Of paramount 
importance to educators,· not only in teac:;hing ~hildren how t'o 
read, but in a proper d~velopment of the reading process. 
Sex and Reading·~ Interests 
In most of the studies reviewed, sex was found to be the 
( 
. ·.' y. 
( 
.r . . · 
. .. · 
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.· \ 
-. 
.. ,, 
./ 
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10 
most import~nt · determinant of differences in reading. The 
• 
researchers reported that girls ~ead more and matured earlier 
~ ··~ . . 
in reading ab.tf!P.i ty. than . boys did, whereas boys have wider 
' . ' 
reading interests than girls. They also contended that 
.. . cultural-- infl.uences and sexual maturation (or .the. lack of it) 
.. 
were reasons for tnese differen~es. A great deal of : ev~denc~ 
" . 
s,upp()rt,~d the "theory of ' soclai' conditioping a~ the basis for 
;' 
. . ' 
Researchers and social s9ieritists this sex-typed · behaviour. 
(Elder and· Ca;I"pEmter, ·1929; DeBoer, 1].958; Row,. ~968) hay~ 
suggested that . b~cause boys ~~d girls have bee'n . tfained . 
. . 
,J 
. ' . . differently, they behave differently; that .sex diffe~~nces ~n 
reading interests are. not 'So muc~ a ·result of inborn 
character is?ics ~s they are of cult.~ral training. With 
- -.- ~~f~renpe to a-n arti~le written by .Dutu~ - -( ·1921 .) 'r> McKay (.1971) 
"t 
·~ · . 
-·t 
observ~d that even theri there was ground fo·r belief. that 
certain sex differences in reading · inte];'ests were probab1y 
\ 
acquired • 
· ~ Lazer (1937), in studying over 2,000 middle~grade pupi1s 
in thirteen New . York City schoo·ls, and with speci~ic " 
0 • • 
reference to girls' r~ading of so-calied "girls 1 11 books, made 
' 
a similar observation: 
---....._// . 
.. . . . • I • ' 
• • ·girls read 1 these" books ·because social opinion 
has _pres·cribed them. Teachets, parent!Jt librarians ' · 
and book dealers, when asked ~o recommend boOks for 
girls, will probably select .those . that tr_adi~ion · ... 
has 'sanctioned for girls • . . Girls are continually 
exposed to· such types of books. They like .them 
because they do not knew any other kind (p. 92). 
. ' 
.. 
.,. 
• I ' 
' ' 
. . . 
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Yet, in spite of this observation, Zimet (1966) reported 
t h a t L a z e i: w e n t 'r~ on f i n d 1 n g and rep o r t 1 n g s e x 
. 
differences without suggesting the p_ossibility that it was 
not sex di ffe r~nces, per se, but c~1tural differences that 
I 
made sex one of the most Jlighly s:ignificant factors in 
I ' 
reading interest.s. ·with respect tio ·the books chosen by. 
children;· . Zimet f·ound t~at b~t~ :boys lnd girl~ chose .. mystery. 
storles . first, . bu~ th~t boys c~ose,·· n~xt in otd~r, . . ~dventur~ : j . . I .. - ' r • • • 
.stories, 'detective stories, stories of an historical nature, ' · 
. . \ . . 
and stories .of 'invention; girls chose stories rela~ed to 
' I 
\ She; also ·noted ·that\ girls ' activities at home\or 'at schQo1 • 
read more. 
Terman and' Lima (1931), in asses~ing children's reading 
l • • 
interests, also fou.nd that sex differe~ces were ·apparent from . 
the age of nine ·~ and .became more : marke~ as ~he y~a~s 
I 
advanced. . The i~sul~s of their st~dy showed that boys· 
' preferred· s 'tories of adventure and vigorous actiqn,· while 
\ . ~ . . -· 
girls preferred fairy tales, poetry, a_nd "se.ntimental" 
fic.tion. They also found that ."girls read more :than boys at 
... .. f . 
every level, but that boys' read more ... n ·on-f iction, such as 
. . ' . ' 
"lo 0 
biograt>hy and : information b.ookSt than did girls •. The res\,Jlts 
. .. . ,... ~ 
of this st·udy were similar to .. t~ose of a 'study conduc~e~ by. 
' . 
,. !'JordaQ (1921 > . ' · on~. of . the ·earliest studies of_ read'ing 
~n~ere~tS and SeX differe~CeSo • u •' . I 
r . ·' .. , . . .. . . . .. 
, . . In comp,aring t.J:lf;t·.: readi:ng: ·interests' of slow and fast 
olearn·ing .· ch.ildre~, T.,~r.nd~ke ,{pd. ~en r.y . . L~ 9 40) also made · a 
.. 
r , 
.. 
', • ~ •• I 
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12 . 
compariso11 of the reading interes·ts of boys and gir ~s ., Their 
results, -t~~ showed a consistent pattern of sex differences 
cutting acrbss all age and grade levels.\. The aut'hors 
I . 
commented on·-the "point-blank refusal" of many boy~ to have 
' ~nything to do with so-called girls • books, such as stories 
of romant-ic love and -family. life, or those · in' .which the 
leading characters were girls. They observe9 that girls, on 
;h~ 1 qth.er pand, often read b~ys '/ book?,, ~ha·t·.-~ ~s, books of 
valour, chivalcy, adv~nture, and re ].ike, in which the main 
,, ~ 
characters were always boys. 1 fact, ·he found that such· 
-books were very popular with girls. r-' 
. O~e of the most comprehen~iv~ studies on sex differences 
I I • • 
·in reading intere~ts was ·done . by Norvell in 1958. The rep~rt 
'1'as based on 960,000 expression of opinion·· ·~d-e by 24,000 
children in grades thrae ·through assembied by teachers in 
schools .of al.l sizes in New Yo This , information, along 
\ , 
~ f 
witH that co.llected· earlier ( 1946, 1950), brought the total 
· da'ta to more th~n four milliol expressions of op~nion from 
·124,000 children, and spanned t\\tenty;-five years. Norv_ell 
' . . 
reported "·that from the fifth grade to adulthood, the sex of 
t 
children has a dominating influence 
"' . . \ on their ,_reading choices. 
Boys, he found, were interested in detective stories, stories 
. ' c 
o~ physical struggle, · courage and heroism, .in'vention and 
~c-ience, but . responded unfavourably to description, . 
dida.'cticism, fairy tales, stories of romantic love, of 
. 
. , / 
.. 
.. 
ph:s.ic~l reakness .in males, :' and stories in . whic'Q females were ·.,;, 
., 
' ,, 
.. ' 
.. 
·\ 
.. 
,. 
' ! •, 
-~~ :;·:. 
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tho loading c:aracte'rs. ;Jls showed a '..arked dls~ke for 
stories of· violent act ion, didacticism, and f i~rce animals. 
Hildreth ."<'1958), :~ess (1963), •Czlrnet (1966) made 
similar observations~ . 
In examining the contents of intermediate-grade 'basal 
. "\.' ' 
readers to determine objectively children's interests in the 
title!?. and stories. in ,s~ch readers, . in a study invol_vfng over 
two :~housand Ch'ildren,· equally cHs~ributed by sex and grade 
in seven communi ties ,in Massachusettes and Ne~ ~ampshi.r~ 
. . 
Droney, Cuccio~a, and Scipione . ( l953) concluded that s ·e.x 
pref.erences were noted. Boys rejected titles whicn included 
a female character, wherea~girls did not reject,.titles which 
included a male charaeter. · 
I 
· Boys, it would seem, read more comics than girls, do. 
Witty (1941), by use of a q~es.t.ionnnaire•and irit;..erviews,· 
. 
found. that, on ·an average, boys read fourteen comicA per week 
while girl$ read eleven. zorbaugh_ ( 1944 >, citing the resl:Jlts 
. ' 
• 
of a nationwide survey by Market Resea\_ch Company of Canada, 
revealed that ninety-£ lve percent of thd boys and . ninetyo:-one 
percent of the girls between the ages of sij[ and eleven re.ad 
comic. books regularly. 
I 
. . 
In a comprehensi~e study of _the_ voluntary reading 
interests of children in Canadian elementary schools, Minkler 
' • t 
(l~ 48) concluded that the sex of the child was the strongest· 
determinant of reading i.nter.est. I n a s u ~ v e y. t ' h a t 
t 
encanpassed rural, suburban, and urban schools if fou}'' areas 
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of Canada the Maritimes, Ontario, the Prairies, and 
British ColuJilb.i a -- it was shown that-- girls at each grade 
level read more and had . a greateE" range of .l.. .nt.erests than 
boys did. This latt'er observaticm is co~tr~ry to most 
·i ... 
studies, which indicate that_ boys have a wider range of 
----
·----
. in t ere s f. s t h a n g i ·r 1 a d,o ( Wo 1 f san , 1 9 6 0 : King ; 19 6 7 ) • 
A1though Ht.lrer disco;,ered 'th:t gir1s ·ge~E.r~lly. ·r~.ject~ 
stories having to do with sports and ' recre~.i'onal activi tea, 
. --:-- I • .· I) 
• • ' f ' 
•there was some indication that as their" interests , in these 
I ' • ' . • 
. \ 
' 
__ activi't.ies increased,, thei.r desire to rf!ad about · them al.so 
-· incre~sed. t> (l 
...._ 
J 
Stanchfie1d ( 19 69) found in her particula,r study that 
girls re~d ·significantly better than boys did. In attempting 
.. 
. , ' 
I . 
to determine the reason,_ she talked with the -teachers .. 
involved in her study; and -found , tl'iat: boys had . neg~tive 
tt . d l. • d . b ' ( a ~tu es a..,out s.choo,l.,, that they l1.ke stor~es a out sports, 
and the ou~doors, but disliked stories about horne life and· 
, .. I • 
school. Teachers 9f all-boy groups reported their i11ability 
~ • t 
to interest them in reading, mat-ter that lacked l e-t ion ~.nd 
excitemen~ Teachers of ~11-~irl gr,Qups repc!'fte·d th~ , 
.. 
opposite, - and that there was littl.e dlfficulty. in holding the · 
~ ) 0 ·~ 
/-_ v -"'\, interest of gir l.s in a· variety -of ·):'eading ·~terial. 
~ \ 
' ' . , 
13y administering an interest invent.ory -containing 120 
. . _ ... --- . . . ~ 
i terns; Wolfson . (1960) _investigated the .,reading inte'rests of· \ 
. . . 
two thousand pupils in grades three. through six in · schools in 
1 • • ' 
• 1 \ ·~ • ' • ~ I 
Connecticut• -Boys showed a high interest in mechanics and 
'' 
I , 
.. . · .. -· 
,., I '' • ' 
. I 
·.' . 
'. 
,;· 
. ·. 
I ' • 
'·· 
• 
/ 
/1 
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science, wherea-s gi.rls displayed a hig'tt' interest in fami~y 
l.ife, music, art, and the like. In 'keeping with many· .earlier 
stu~ies_, ·wolfson als~ found that boys displayed a wider range 
• 
of inte~est than gi r l.s ciid. - .... 
,. p 
. In her appraisal. of .. research to date on this topic, Kintj 
. 
. .. . 
' ( 1967) · reported that there were few sex di.fferences in· 
... . 
. . 
rea,ding in~er.est's up to age nine, . b.J.lt marked differences 
Q ' 
appeared thereafter • She also , found tHat~ boys read more 
widely than girls ·did. Girls ·will" reac;l a book conside.red of 
interes·t to boys, bu~ boys wirl not read a boo'k. considered ·of 
. .  
- - . . . ~ ~ 
interes.t to. gi.rls. · By the· sixth grade, the girls ~utoumbered' 
. ,~ 
I 
the boys · two to one · in their choice of my.st.ery book~ and', 
• 
...... 
\ 
¢hildren 1 s stories, whereas t ·he boyS> almost reversed the . 
' 
I 
scores ;'.n prefer~nces for non-fi...ction. . " 
A study by Feeley (1974), invo l. vi ng 2.50 boys and~B:t 
" girls ~n gr des five and ~~x in. New 'Jersey schools, also 
' 
showed th~ ).-there ~were ~rked differ.ence~ in the reading 
inter;est.s o boys and girls. B'Oys' tltligh-s_coring clu~ters· 
were ·sports'· excitement- fa'ntas t·ic, r 'e c ·r e at i o· p a 1 , 
excitement'-realistic, and informa~ional. Their iow-scor.ing 
" 
categories were fan1tasy-comedy.~ . social1 empathy, . People,· 
re'crea t ion arid hobbies. Girl:s 1 · favourites were social 
~~pathy ,: fun _ _And exc!temen,t, f.anta~y· , and peopU!: whUe 
soda! studies, science' ar:'d s~r-ts were: ~he . least favoured~. 
. ~ 
~eeley . concluded that, sex continues to be a major dete'rminer 
tl . . . \ . If 
.of mi~dle-grade Chi1dren IS reading inte,rest• and that, t'hey 
' ' I • 
• 
.• 
.. 
. . 
• 0 
.' 
' ' 
• 
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. ' . . 
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.. 
·seemed .nd't yet affect~d by the feminist movement of the 
times •. 
1
'Landy (1977) surveyed' the entire grade seven population 
. 1 . \ 
of Sfhools ·.·in Regin~ to find the amount of voluntary reading 
__ .:eng~ged in by this' group. He also fourtd that girls read an 
~ - . ' . ' . 
~. • .. J 
.. · -ave·rage- . of: twelve books a year . whil:e b'oys read · only two per 
' o ,. I ' o \ ~? • "'. o ; < t : 0. 4" o ~ 0 • ' .. ol 
ye~r· ; Boy~ _ read far more non-fiction such as biographies and 
• 0 • . . 
-. . b~oks. concerned with .s_ports th~m . did" girls, l;>ut girls read 
·· · · f ·a.r · mO:re. books·. pert~ining to ,to~'ic.~ .of .ad~sc~nt ~v~l~~nt 
• .. '. . • ., • ' •• ~ • • " ' < .-:· ... : ' • • •• # • • • • • • • 
· - ··.:. ·than did boys. · Animal storiks were •equally pqp~lar with both 
• ~ . . '6 • ' • • • • • 
. . ' . ' grou~!J • . '· Like ·: so - ~ - .many <. other studirbs. done .previcu,tsly ~ this 
-
. '
.. 
I 
I 
l 
' 
• 0 
.. · 
. ·. 
• • , . ~ ("' Q 
' ' . . 
study _ _ a~so showed ,- that 'g"ir.ls .read . boys • . books, such as the 
-r / • b 
Hard¥ Boy· seri.es, but tha:t boy~ rarely read girls • b .. ooks such 
I 
a~ t;.he . ~ancy Drew series • . ·.;~~ .. ~~-· . • ' •• ~ .. J .. 
. . 
Schafer· (1981 ). studied the reading pref.erence of Bri~ish 
·' ' 
· and ·American elementary children by 
• 0 , ... " 
using a · ten-item rank 
ord~ r preference :lis·t ~deve lopea 
. ; . . ' . · .. 
arvi field tested . from 
. ' . ' · cat.eg~ri~s .identifiec;l . by children. The re_sp~:ms'es were the.n 
• • • 1'\ • • 
an~'iy.zed .and co~pared , by .sex; age, a.~d matu~·lty. 
' . . .. . 
Schafer 
the re&ults 'ot-"'· t.~e ~ ~;mple~nta't~o~ of: a ~ol)-sex . differ~ntiated · 
. •, ' .· ~ ' .. . .. . "" 
curric\llum, . _and .-·eoncluded that. children a·re ·Qbviou~ly reading · 
•' - . . ... . :· .. 
' ' 'I .' , , • • I 
a.croas What had' pre~tously been 'perceived as sex appr.opriate · . 
; . . .. : . . . " 
' • . . ' . ' ~4· 
• • ' • 10 .' <· 
. ( 
.. 
• • ' . 
. .. ~ · , . · . ·~ 
- ~ ' 
.. 
\ 
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boundaries. 
• I' • In a study involving intermediate-grade children i~ 
. .. 
three .Canadian communities, Summers and Lukasevich · { 1983) 
. . 
found highly significan~ !iffe~ences between the ~eading .. 
- ( int,rest of . boy~ and git'ls' i.n .eleven of fourteen categories 
of literature. An examination of the results ·revea~ed that 
,. . . . . . 
boys had a ~tronger · p~eference for pis~ory/geograph~,. sports, 
sci"ence; fantasy"; and travel than d~d girlsi git'ls had\. a 
. ~ . ~ -
-
. '• 
stronger prefeJ;"ence ·for animal Storie(, . c_b.ildren an? family 
·life, poet~ a~ · ran~nce,~ than did' boys • . _.Girls andL;boys had 
,.. 
similar preferences for adventure, hu~our, and nature study. 
·- . . . ..: 
'· 
Galway ;1.9.80)! . io. ·analyti.ng ~he reading interes.ts .of a 
group of beginning si:~t.th 'grade pupils in an educational ~'-
-district in · Newfoundland, found that when the- pupils were 
0 
v • 
J grouped on the basis of sex,~·slgn.iflcant iHffere,nces were 
' found at the . 0. OS level between boys and girls in ten ·~reas-· 
of literature: adventu~·e, .myst~ry, <school stories, fam~ly • 'I r 
' , 
\ 
and home life, aviation and space, factual stories, hobbies; 
t I 
• science and invenfioot;t, sports, humo~_ous and nonsensic!l 
poems. Also, when the same pupils were grouped on the basis 
• \ of sex,· boys and girls showed different levels of i~er~st in 
the basal readers. ' )... 
. . 
' 
" 'Wi tti I ve·~ few except ions, researchers agree that sex is 
.. 
the most importan~ personal determinant of differe~ces in 
.. ·--- . 
~·read.ing pre-ferences. Purve!f· and Beach . {1972) .offered as an 
I 
explanation for these differences in preference, children' & 
. ., ( ' 
--· - . ·; 
,- ' 
• 
. . 
. , 
~ 
• . 
'identification with sex-l'elated s::haracters. 
18 
Peltola ( 1965) 
suggested sex-role stere~types. She found S'harp sex 
. 
--differences in fourth and sixth graders in tyP.es of 
characters preferred. Klein ·( 19'68) measured interests as 
related to o~~pation a~d se{ of short story. ma~n . charalters 
sex-appropriate/occupations were rated high in and found 
interest by ~a6h sex. He found that.boys rated male 
--characters significantly higher than female characters, while 
--
gi·rls likewise rated female characters higher than males in 
. Feeley (1974)oaptly summed up the then 
. / each occupation. 
preserit state of affairs: . 
- 1) 
.:~, ~-
Generally it would. seem · that the cu~t~~~Y. rela~ed 
variables of sex and ·· social cl.ass continue to be 
effective in shapin~ children's interest~ The 
middle-grade t::hildre.n of 1971 cantin'\le to re fleet 
the tradi tion_al "boy". and ''girl" patterns. They 
··( seem not yet to have been affected by the unisex, 
· women's liQ movements of the times (p. 1003). 
Age and Reading ' lnterests 
' . 
Most researchers in their efforts to discover the 
various factors that affect reading·interests place 
particular emphasis on a child's ·age to determine if it bas 
. . 
.. ~ 
any influence on the type of .·material the child chooses .to 
~- t'ead. Furthermore, if it is consid~red an influential 
factor, they then tkf. to ascerta~n in. what ways it cont;ols · 
. 
~ _, . -
the selec'tion of reading materia 1. 
. . . ~ 
It is'the general 
conclusion of mo'wt researcher~ that ·at the early elementary 
· l.evel ,- at least through age nine, · th~·re . is very little 
.. 
... 
. . 
, 
-\ 
... 
• 
•. 
.. 
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.. 
' differen·ce between the reading habits of boys and girls at a 
.. 
partibu\lar age level, but marked differences exist for the 
children a~ a group from one age level to the next. Freeland 
• 
( 1964) described these early elementa:ry years as the "golden 
years" of reading. She contended that duri,ng t'Qis period 
' 
children reach their peak in reading, and ~hat they will read 
../ 
I 
more· than they will . ever ' i!gain, and that the teacher of this 
group has a · very fertile field in which to promote personal · 
growth through reac;Ung,. 
As early as 1925, .T~_rman and Lima dil:~-cussed the 
prqgression of reaqing ··interests of boys and girls. Their 
study showed that at age nine boys were mainly intereste.d in 
real-life stories~ . at. ten they preferred st'ories ~b.out 
; • .. • • < 
. . 
travel; by eleven their ·interest was in mystery, adv_en;tu~e, 
0 
and science, and by th~ "-ag_e o£ twelve 'when, accor9irtg to 
their res~arch, the point of greatest reading interest is 
reached,. boys enjoyed stories of hero worsh~p. They found .. 
that nine-year-old girls still wanted to read fairy tales: 
~I;> 
ten-year-old girls, like their male classmates, preferred 
. ' 
stories about travel. Eleven-year-old girls requested. ~ 
' 
stories about home and school life, 
. 
and twelve-year-old 
r 
girls, like b.oys, enjoyed stori~Jj of hero worship • 
.• 
. In a later study conducted in 1931, Terman and Lima 
. concluded that as chi:ldren • s experiences gr..ow and as their 
• b 
·-
reasoning pow•rs and imagination develop, c-ertain 
I 
well - defined t~ndencie~ ,in read_ing interest change.. They 
.. 
- -. 
' .. 
. 
. ·, 
.. . ~-
' . 
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observed that few differences in reading choices appeared 
. .. I 
until age nine when, as they put it, "the divergence is very 
., - marked and the breach· continues to widen up to · ~~u~t li~e" 
(p~·· l31). 
... 
' 
. 
Norvell (1946), in his twelve-year investigation of•the 
reading habits .of over so,a.oo chlldren in all types of 
0 
communities in Ne.~ York State, found· that there was a g.radual 
change in reading habits of children from primary ·grades t~o 
upper· eleJilentary grades. In a 1950 publicatian, Norvell 
.. 
. ; 
reported that s.tories in one grade were -usually liked equally 
.. 
well .. ~Y children i.n grades as_many as three levels above or 
' below it, .and that .age was more inf.luenti-al. iri gov.erntng. 
reaAing choices inlthe elementary school than in the 
I 
seconda·ry school. 
Minkler (1948), in on~ of the first Canadian studies on 
.children's ·reading interests,· fo\lnd that age, grade, mental 
. ability, and reatHng s-kill, influenc~d reading in~e.rest;.l-; but 
' ' to a lesser extent · than does the sex of the child. · He also 
\ 
.• · : 1 
': : 
, ' . .. I " 
concluded "that mental age, read:l:ng age, · and reading grade, 
· .. 
influ·ence reading interests· more definitely tfian do 
... 
chronological age and ~chool grade" (p. 80). 
·, 
In . ~ study in which he analy~ed childre~•s taped 
) ~ 
conver~ations, McAulay (1961) sought to identify ch~ldren's 
social ~tudies in~erests. Three hundred ninety-~even 
chiidren in grades four, five, and · six, made up part of hisff· 
. ' 
study group. Analyzing the. response~~~ of these children he 
•· . 
.... 
.. 
J 
j 
I 
I 
~·~:- '.('' • ~ ~ I ; ~ Jt ' :' . .: . .. j. 
I . ..... 
. .., 
'· 
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was 'lble to make the following generalizat-ions: 
, I • 
Fourth-grade children have broad interests in 
particular !lreas of the earth's surface ••• and, in 
the general social processes o\ those geographic 
areas ••• the Oueen of England, he religions of 
Japan. 
Fifth-grade chi'ldren are interested in those 
geographic areas whfch dominate the c·urrent 11ews -
the-~iddle East, Russia, China ••• the historical 
reasc;>ns for large social problem' that appear. o.n 
. the national and international scene. · , 
sixth-grade children have social studies interests 
similar to fifth-graders. However, the interests 
are deeper. sixth-grade children indicate an 
interest in ideas, their beginnings and trendsJ.for 
exam p 1 e , the beg i n n i n g s of com m u n _!·s m , the 
develop~nt of the cold war (pp.· 407-409). · .~ 
' - ; 
.. 
. 
As a result of questlqnnnaires. sent to children, t~ , i 
parents, their teachers, and librarians in 270 census regions 
' .. . 
:in the Un!ted States, .Rud~an ( 1955) was able to conclude that 
. fran ,grades, four to ·eight interest in mystery stories, sport 
. 
stories, and stb~ies about other recreational ~~ctivitie~ 
. \ 
· increased, while interest in' Ca.iboy stories .and fairy tales ' 
· · _·decreased. Int~ !rest in .'anim~!. st<?~{es, however, . w;a 
~ned throughout t'he grade levels · s 'tudied. ~ Peterson 
. . (1955) .· in a.study oft~~ re~ding int~r~st of ch~ldren in five 
... 
. elementary 'schools in ·chicago· found .. that for both sexes ther~ 
• 
.was·a decreasing interest in.stories of folklore, 
• i 
fairy, 
.• ,. 
tales,. and tales of long ago, ·but an increasing interest. in 
.. . . . ' . 
mystery stories, and stories of , career~, For girls in 
. 
/'particular there ·was· an · increasing interest in romance 
stories .• 
.. . 0 
.. 
. ' 
·. r 
.. ~~~ 
. 
·. 
.... 
• • 
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Stanchfield (1969), studied the reading interests of 153 
boys in grad~s four, six, and eight in Los Angeles city 
schools. She found through personal conferenceS" that there 
' 
were no sigit·ificant differences found in the choices of boys 
/ 
·who were~re,ading belc:M grade level, /at grade l~.,ve_l; or· above 
. ' 
grade level. As for-differences by grade levels, there· were 
r . 
.. . 
ten categories ,which received s.ignificantly differ.ent 
• . · I . 
r.atings, bu·t she concluded that "tqese· differences appe.are.d 
... 
·to· be in th~ expected direction of' ''change 'in ~a-stes with . · 
.. 
in,.c.reasing age and, ·maturity" (~. 43). A similar study was . 
... 
c~nducted . by Geeslin and. Wilson ( ~972) which attrempted to· 
I ' 
answer ~he following questions: 
' 
1. Does .the eight-year-old pupil who is two years 
accelerated in reading ratify the ~hoices of hil 
~ classmates or 'does .he prefer the favoured books of fifth 
. . ' 
.. 
.:··. 
;k, .: 
~:~:-.. · 
graders? ' 
2 • Does the twel·ve-year-ol·~ who is two years r&:tarded in . 
• reading like the pooks favoured by seventh graders bette'r 
;- than those preferred by his reading peers, the fifth 
t' 
. graders? 'i." •. 
. . I ~ 
They concluded that there was no evidence that members of 
.I . . 
eith~r chrono~ogical age group, wh~n · the group was taken as;a 
whole, ~ere. ~or_e/. i J1uenced by :~e~din-g· ag.e ... th.an by 
chronological age. _. · . · 
.· 
In\a survey to assess the expressed reading interests of 
791 elementary sc~ool . children in' grade~ four, five, and six, 
I· 
.. 
. . 
.. ' \ ·-.i 
\ 
\ 
·. ' 
.. 
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in selected schools in urb~n and fuburban Pittsburgh, McKay 
(1971) found that those areas selected as most interesting to • 
nine-year-olds were adventure and mystery; ten-year-olds 
. 
indicated a preference for mystery, adventure, and animals ... 
. I 
' ,..., . l 
Most interes~irtg .to el~en-year-olds were mystery, adventure, 
. ' 
·' ' and sports, ~while the areas chosen a!l m~st appealing to 
. . 
twe). Ve-year-olds Wer~ mystery 1 advent'ure., and animalS • 
f' 
. Ashley (1972-) I in ~ compreh~nsiv.e survey of the r~ading 
habits of l,SqO Canadian children from grades four thro~gh to 
eight, fou&d "gen~.ral · ' ca·thqlicity" _. in reading interests for 
•. :.> " 
, . grade ·four boys and girls. Both boys ,and girls_ had reached 
' ,.. , . 
. the '"high' tide" of reading invol,veme~t by grade five, and 'by 
grade· six th~ir tastes in· literature had forlned. By gra~e 
. seven childr~n . were: not read~ng ne·arly ~s indiscriminately as 
. in earlier year~. ~;i-' j 
Lawritzen and Cheves (1974) analy · and reported ori an 
• 
-informal study of ·children1 s reading interests carried out by 
'the Beta Upsilon Chapter, Pi Lambda· Theta, in the Kansas city 
area. From data relevant to the intermediate gra~ep it was 
' 
evident tha·t nine-year-old boys in the study best liked 
stories about animals, ttansportation, science and sports; 
;or. 
ten-year-old boys best liked animal stor'ies, mystery stox:ies, 
... 
and science related storie~ eleven-year-old ~oys b~st :iked 
mystery stori,es, stories · about transportii'tion, his,~ory, 
' 
sports, and science; while the ~wo most popular categories 
for twelve-year~~ld boys w~re stories about animals and 
.. ' . 
. . ,.,. , ,. ·~ . 
• • 
: .. 
.. 
.. · 
,• . 
~=~:· ~ ~ 
't :. 
' .. 
-... ~ . 
~ ' '., ': 
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science. Nine-year-old girls in the study preferred stories 
about anim~l~r mysteries, and people; ten-year-old girls 
----liKed to read stories about animals, mysteries, and people;. 
eleven-year-old girls indicated a very strong preference fo-r ..-· ~ 
. 
mystery . stories,· followed by stories about animals and 
. . 
-- ·people; and twe;lve-year-old girls pr47ferred stories about 
animals, mysteries, and ·people. A general . overview ot' tpis 
study showed that animal s~oties were the most popular 
category for qoth. boys and girls in ·all age .groups. Interest 
in m~ry · sto+ies grew for b9th -boys and girls~ 
Hypothesizing · that the reading preferences of canadian 
chit'dren would vary in relation to grade 'level (as well as 
sex, ethnographic and socio-economic factors), Summers and 
\ . . 
Lukasevich (1983) sur~eyed 1,127 grades five, six, and ~even 
~ 
. . . 
children in three Canadian communities to test their 
hypothesis. The dat·a were organized to see if there were 
si~nificant ~ifferences over a one-year and a two-~ear 
developmental spread. Wlten the results were ' analyzed and- a 
comparison made between the 'preferences of. grades six and 
seven, the results indicated a significant difference for 
It • ' I 
only one of. the fourtee~ categories: whereas, when the 
preferences of the grade five children were compared with the 
preferences of the grade seven children, si9,nificant 
., 
differences- were foun~ in eight of the fourteen categories. 
This, according to the researchers, s~ggested'that maturation 
differ~nces r in preference may occur across larger 
) 
j 
...----· 
... 
-~-
·:. 
,, :, 
r: . ... · 
. : 
• ,.. 
--
' 
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developmental spansl but not necessarily on .. a year-by-year 
basis. 
tt 
~ch research has thus shown that students' reading 
interests ·.·vary with their chronological ages, and also that 
the a~ount . of reading done by students reaches its peak 
during the intermediate grades and then grad.u'ally decreases_ ~ 
There was also some. indic-ation in some previou£5 studies that 
your:tger children today llr,e maturing faster in their reading 
in.terest than did · chi.ldren in early studies· . .. ·: Even as far· 
back as the early sixties, McAulay (1962) 
I 
identified more 
ma.ture interests in s.ocial studies materials among younger 
childr_eri and concluded that this was due to the influenc'e ,of 
t~levision, radio, movi.es, and travel .. 
\ 
Geography and Reading Interests 
• 
Although most.research indi~~es that sex and age _are 
.. ' two of the strongest personal determinants of reading 
·*• • ' l ~, 
interEt'sts, much of the ,same research c,oncludes that 
/ 
socio:..economic, ethnographic .and demographic ·factors do pot 
to ~ny sig~ificant · deg~ee affect what chil~en read (Byers, 
1964; Ford and Kbp'lyay, 196a;· Ashley, 1972). Purves and 
Beach ( 1972) offer as an explanation for this the .fact-i_that. 
.. 
the majority of the s~udies examined were students w~o we~e 
' exposed to a literature curriculum of midd l e-class 
orientation (p. 104). 
. 
. 
One of the questions · asked by Minkl~r (~948) in his 
' \ 
. '\~ ' . 
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/ 
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examination of voluntary reading interests of intermediate 
children in Canadian schools w,ps whether or not there ~ere 
any significant diffe·renc'es in the readi ng interests of 
children in diffe~ent ar~as of the country. The 
questionnaire method was adopted and his survey iqc luded ·a 
, sampling from all ' provinces of the Dominion. 
.... ...-~ . . 
(Newfoundland 
was not included as . it' was not t:hen a Province' ·of Canada)· 
•I 
The results _ of this· co~p.r'ehensive survey showed that ~eith~r. 
I' ' .. . 
the type of school -- rural, suburban, . or urban -- nor the 
geographical area --. Maritimes, Ontario, Prairies, or British 
. 
Columbia -- exerte~ any significant influence on th~ ·reading 
interests of Canadi~n ch~¥iren. Minkler -did- discover, 
... 
without speculating on the cause, th:at th~re was some 
indication · that children attending ·urban schools and those · 
residing in coastal areas of the country had ·a wider range of 
. 
reading ·interests,. but he fel~·- that the gene~al agreement of 
a·ll the responses waa such that those diffe'rences could not 
be regarded as significant. 
Rudman (1957), in seeking to identify what children read 
about, and what information they seek in books, found littl~ 
difference in the reading interes'ts of children from rural, "-
urban, and metropolitan . centres. His conclusion was that 
. 
regardless of the geographical area from whicn a youngster 
~omea, and regardless of the size of the pop~lation centre in 
I ' 
which · he lives, reading interests are rather uniform across 
the Unit:ed States. 
• I 
_ .... ~ -·-
..... .. . -·- .. ~~ 
• J' 
. -· 
.. ' 
_/ 
. ~-
" 
-
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An explicit aim Qf .the study of Lehtovaara and Saarinen 
( 1964), which included over two thousand intermediate-grade 
cl:lildren from different parts of Finland, was to st-udy the 
.. ' 
readin.g habits of the children from regions wl.th different 
dialects and froin regions with an~hropologically di"ffer~t 
" 
populations to see if there were any significan~ .differences 
' in their reading habj. ts. As well, they includep ~ubjects 
from u~ban and rural areas in proportions cotrespon~ing to 
. the ratio between urban and rural P'?Pulations for the to~al 
population of · tha country. Their conclusion was that the 
. . 
reading in~erests ?f a~l - sub-groups dbalt with in 
did not differ significantly from one 4nother. 
the study 
~ A~hley (~72) conducted a study on the reading interests 
of 1,500 children in two geographical areas of British 
\ 
' 
Columbia -- metropolitan Vancouver and smaller urban 
settlements of up-country Okanagan . Although the researcher------
was not primarily concerned with a compari~~n of the reading 
interests of ·the chil.d.J;:en of the two a~eas, he reported that 
, . 't"'" 
there were no distinct differences in the· patterns of reading 
' . . prefe~ence~of th~ children for both regions. 
Schulte: (1967) looked · at the recreational reading 
interests of intermedia'te-grade children .in fol.tr' states of 
' I .~ ......... _ -·~ ..._, \ ~' 
the United States, each state representing a major 
geographic~! region. in th~ ~ountry. Opinion~ 9 £ Q,568 
children w~rted and the results showed that there were 
no di,,fferences in the L'r · reading ·.habits which cou l d be 
. . \ . r I 
. ' . 
; 
j · 
\ 
·. 
' 
'' 
·~ 
i. 
~ . 
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attributed to the geo~raphical area·in·which they lived. 
McKay ( 1971) .stll'died a school population of 791 
intermediate-grade children fro~ three differ~nt 
I 
' socio-econom~c-geographic settings in the United States --
• two urban· and one suburban -- to discov~r if any cha~ges had 
occurred in children's reading interests in "an era of such 
events as moon landings, political a1ssassinations, - and racial 
, . 
. . 
strife". He discovered_ ·that of al,).: con~idered fac~ors, ~ the ...... 
influence of geographic location was minimal. • I 
A Ca~adian study : of the reading interests of 
\ . 
~ntermediate-grade children in three cities, was c,onducted by 
• r 
Summers and Lukasevl~h .< 1983) o Using a sample of 1,124 
children in two provinces ~~ British Columbia and Ontario -~ 
. ~ 
the researchers organized· the data to find out if r~iom11 
n 
differences in f 1 u en c e d reading pre f e r~e n c e s. o They 
_hypothi'!S ized that if 13uc.h differences existed, th~y could 
I \ 
' 
expect patterns of pref~rences for the two Ont·ario 
communities (London and Windsor) to be similar: · and the 
pattern ~or the British ·Colurnl:)ia community (Richm0nd) to 
.:,··: · f:"~~ .... r fro~ the patterns of the ~t·ario. communities. 
· ·a . _ · \:in fact, revealed that there was no marked· regional 
·, ~ - ... 
effecit·- ·on reading preferences. 
Thei.r 
The brevity of this section reflects the scarcity of 
' 
·--
careful research on geographical locatio~ a~ an important .:-. 
factor affecting read~ng interests. Most studies dealt with _; 
, 
reading interest within· a single area, _ usually 'a metropOlitan 
· "- • 
• 
___...-· 
.. ~ '. -
•. ~ 
• 
~ ' I C' 
' 
' 
--· -
. . ,, 
'.• 
'· 
' . .. 
area, which ·included samples fro~ urban and subuiban reglpn~· 
. ' 
. I , . " 
'the· study under review, however, inslicateda tha·t ~f the thr~ " 
~ 
·. 
determinants considered,· ge6graphica·l los;ratitm · ex-erted the 
- ' ~ ·' 
least influence ori .I!Ptuden.t~ ~ reading .int'e.~ests. 
• 
~ 
SUimnary 
The literlfure reviewed ~ ind~ate~ that over 
/ 
... 
\ 
the years 
chirdren • s _reading preferences have· changei very liytle ~ · . Sei 
i' 
differences, considered .by some to be culturally and so~ial.ly 
1! ' . . . . . 
induced, account'ed more for -the differen~es i,n reading 
', 
' 
• 
interests than did eit-he.~ age o_;,....geo~raphical location, the 
' ~ 
othfj!r two factors considered. In fa"ct, geographical .'J.ocation ·. 
. . ' ~ 
- · v-
seemed to be a. v~ry ins ignificaqt factor. 
• 
' . 
Most studies indicated ~at intermed~ate-graQe boys and 
I i' ' ' 
'. . 
girls like 'equally well. t}le c~teg6r~es of adven~re·, mystery, . 
' . 
·and animal stories. The studies als9 indicated that there is 
a gradual change in girls • interests Q_uring these grades as· 
. ' 
their · interest · in the traditiohal fairy·, tales,_ ~rges. with 
other reading intere;Jts, e.specially ~antasy ', and "their 
J 
":lo t 0 ' 
interests change to stories concern~d with personal relat.i ons 
J 
and ~omance. Ther~" was a g~neral consensus that girls read 
. . '\- ,. --
more than, boys dd-~ - and that th~y often enjoy' books especiaily 
written for boys such as the Hardy Boys series • 
. 
The interests of boys r~main much the same thf0\.16hOUt:' 
' 
the intermedia t ·e- g rad·e years ., ~ 1 though there is a 
I. · developmental i 'nte rest in spor..ts and science-fiction. Host 
" 
\ • ...... .. 
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research~.r·s poin,ted out that while boys might 
girls do, th.ey have a wider range of. interest ~ . 
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read les!? 'tnan 
' 
b 
than gi:rls· Ao· • 
.. 
They rarely read books "designated" as g~-~ls.~ books such as 
~ ' 
the Bobs·ey Twins ·or, the Nancy Drew· ser.ies. 
. . 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
Introduetion 
• 
'· 
31 
.. 
• 
It was toward the· end of 'the nineteenth century that · 
educators b.egan using scientific. procedures · to investigate 
reading in~eres~s... .s~~iert (1966) . reported that 'P· of the 
• 
.. t"irst· t.o do so was Clatk Wissler. In 1895 he conducted a 
\. 
. .... ..,.,. 
·stuctY of _  .. the' reading · interests. of nearly 2,oqo intermediate 
c,hildre·n in· the state c;>f - Indi~na. This study deal~ 
spe~_ifically with the best-liked stories, classifie'd 
• a·ccording to theme from reade.r ·s-used in the schools'. 
. , 
. . 
instructional programs.. Sine~ then, numerol,ls methods have 
. ( 
bee.n . used to de_termine chi;ldren' s reading interests, and what 
fac-tors af.fect their choices of reading mate~;ials. ~ Some.,.ctf 
r1 
t h~ roost popular methods used by researchers to asses's 
. 
reading_ interests are 'the · questionnai-re, the in~e.rvie~ 
technique, and the readi. ng record. • \ . 
' \ 
.• 
I • 
. . 
Ouestionnaire 
.\../;n surv~yi~g \the studies· sinc·e 1900, McKay ( 1968) , found 
' . ' I "•' •_. ~ • ' "" ' 
the q~estionnaire method was ~ the most popula·r,. and that . that ~, ' 
this method held a two-to~on~' 'numerical edge ~ver ~11 othe~ 
. ~ . 
methods. I t 0 h.as certain i·n~erent advantage.a, a!-l~h as the · 
. . 
expediency w~th which · it C?an bt administered and interpreted. 
. I -
It ia also flexible ,to the' extent that· add·itlonal questions 
. . . -· ~ 
• 
may be asked when answers to .previous question~ make this ' 
• t 
' . · . ,, 
.. 
·' 
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necessary. 
There are, however, 
I 
a number of disadvan·tages and 
shortcomings to this method • ~eckel (1~46) observed that 
• 
. I 
since the reliability of ~he· questionnaire· depends to a ·great 
., 
extent on the subject's ability to comprehend his own motives 
. . 
for reading, and on his subjective recall, he may recall only 
unique,. unusual b6oks or books recently.• read. Purves and 
Beach (1972) fe~red that students might respond in ways · that 
. 
teachers and investigators expected them to· respond, or that 
t~eir choices might' be directed by what the schoo~ or famiiy 
provided (p. 62). l 
-~ The Interview Technigue 
. 
T~e interview technique is used either as a separate 
. I 
method or as a supplement to the questionnaire method. , The 
• 
chief advanta9e of -this method is that it can reveal Sertain 
· person.ality. fact.ors·, attitudes, ·and pertinent; information 
about the home environment (Strang, 1942; Ennis, 1965). When ~~ . ., 
r . ._,. , · 
1 t i 1f used as a supplement to ·the questionnaire method, it I ! ' 
enable.s the researcher to complete and c~eck answers which 
are incompl~te or ur;;;:tisfactoty. However, ·Lehtovaara and 
. . ' \ ' ~ 
Saarinen (1964) ·, co~menting on this 'very fact, felt .that 
""b~~.a~se . ad~.itional._ttu.estion~, presentati~n · of .diff_e~ent 
alter.natives, and so forth, are always neces'sary, therefore, 
..  
the need fqr, and th~ype of these further questions vary. 
with the aoe of the s~eot-s, and hence, the uniformity of 
(" . I" 
•• 't 
' 
' . 
' 
t ! ' 
• 
~·· 
• 
.. · 
. : .. 
' ;- · -
. . 
.. 
... ~ ' 
I ,. 
I 
\ 
·3 3 
the method br~aks down" ( p. 36 >. 
A major disadvantage of the interview technique is th,at 
it is extremely time-consuming and that it requires higtily 
trained investigators acquainted with ch>ild psychology who 
would be able to detect fallacious answers. Shatter ( 1951) 
fo~nd that students overestimated the amount of reading they 
did. Byers .(1964) also ·fou~d that preferences stated by 
. -- ·- ··- · -~-_ _  .,.- -- . - -
children in interviews were of ten different from ' those gained· 
' ' .. 
by actual observation, because students sometimes stated only 
' 
culturally· ap~roved interests. 
(1964) made similar observations:. · 
Lehtovaara and paariJ:len 
. 
-
• 
Most researcher-s have actually found that the 
answers oJ .. . children are ' by no means always in 
particularly good· ~gre~ment wt\:.h the actuel state 
of affairs. Fairly often children want to give the 
most. fa\tourable possi~le picture of th~mselves, and 
they modify the facts in their answers 
accordingly ••• Still more frequently the answers may 
depart ·from the actual stat.e~of affairs because the 
subjects 'interviewed •.•• give replies indicating how 
matters should be,· or ·how they w1sh they· ·should be 
(p. 18). . . ' 
Read'lng Record·' 
Anothe5J common ~evice used to measure the reading 
interests of 'children · is tt"!e readi~g record kept by the 
students themselves or their teachers or librarians. As 
' 
Meokel (1946) podnted out,, one can teadily see · the types of 
, ' 
books bor~9wed by the children fand the t ·requencies of the 
I 
loans of different types of books. T~is devlce ~lao allows 
the researt:her t() break ,down .-the subjects 'cc~rdino to age 
• ~ .J 
., 
. ' 
.. 
'\ \.. 
., , . .. . 
' . 
' • 
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• 
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,, . 
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and sex. 
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As with other .methods, there are certain disadvantages. 
Purves and B~ach ( 1972·), in commenting on selectivity factors y I ( 
" 
which may bias any results, . stated that the socio-econdmic 
class of subjects who 
withdr-awal of boolts is 
f: ' · ' 
frequent t~e ·library is such that the ' 
.; 
a _select~d sample (p. 65). ·LehtoVaara 
.. 
. ' . 
and SaarinE!~ _ (l9~~1 __ C?~!I~-r~~d · t_h_~t _·c:::tt_~l~ren o_f __ 't!i_g!l_ !!!.~?~e .. ~ ___ '__ ~--
families make less use of' public libraries than do ~hose from 
* .• . 
middle and low income ·famili.es, arid conclud~d that valid ··· 
. ' 
conclusions conc~rning the total population were difficult to 
·t: 
draw ( p. · ;2 2) . Another shortcoming mentioned by several 
l ~ . . . 
researchers is that 'librarians, as 'Well .as parents, usual"ly 
<i 
select books they thJ,hk most appropriate._. Because libraries 
• 
do not often 1\,ave ·?addi tio~~l coP'ies of popular books, 11 ~he ·" 
..... ' ' .1 
rate of borrowing· of such books is· much l()wer than · it would 
be, were· there additional books. · There is also the question 
of whether withdrawal from a 'library ineans that a book has 
been read. 
- ~ . . 
. .. . 
··. ·. 
~ ' 
There is, therefore, much discussion on the reliability 
of the various means o~ de.terminiAg reading inte'rests. 
Getzels (1966) felt that there were four area~ in which 
.. 
research in reading interest was deficients (1) precision of 
definition: .( 2) ~ l'gor or theory: (3) depth of __ analy.sis; . (4) 
I 
~ 
exactness of observation. 
l .,; 
Zime.t {'1966) noted that often 
,. ' 
..... .. 
I ' 
• 
. 
• ,, 
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there were conflicting results given in studies done on 
reading interests. These she attributed to .the use of 
. 
(L dissimilar lp6pulatJon samples .'and to diffe~nt tneihods u~ed 
in assessing children's interests. Future res_,earch, she 
/ 
felt,· should be broader, should u,se . b~ett~r ~~ruments, and 
,should· use a more represe~_tative ·sampling. Weintraub (1969) · 
' ' 
felt that 'there should be some common basis• "establi'shed for 
- - - ·-------- - fl --:-. -- - - ----- --- - ----~--- --- -- -. - - - --- - - ~---- -- !"-.: • " ~--.------:------
• 
~-
cat~gorizing responses. · He us~d as an ~xample . the fact that 
an interest in "animals" might be labelled a s~ience :·by prie 
investigator or be placed under some other broad- category . by 
a second investigator. McNinch ( 1970), in comment:Png on · his 
.. 
own findings and those of otrers, concl\Jd~ that the·re wa& 
much · conflict 9etween the findings o~ many researcher's and 
had this to say: 
~ 
, 
·I • 
The quest ion of ~ef in.ing ch ildt:en 's interests is a 
problem that )las not been definitelY answered. 
Enough conflict still e·xists to warrant - furfhe~ 
investigation • . Further investigation should not be . 
·confined merely to- the determination of intersts 
but to the construction of r~ liable valid tests ( P• 
37) • .... . 
' 
., 
.. 
I ,. 
Fi'!al~y,. Purves and Beach (1972) summed _up th~ then · / 
current stat~of-the art on ins'trutnentation in stati~\:-.,..-~ / . · 
• 
. , . . , . / 
Little research has been directed to which of these 
techniques, if any, ' provides a more" accurate 
picture o.f reading in-terests. Thus different 
techniques may have · produced such different · results 
that any gelleralizat·ion about results ·. froin 
differenl studles is . highly suspect (pp. 6~) • . 
• 
while the plethora of studies in read~ng inte·rests has', 
...: 
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"· . ' 
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' 
in ~~m, been p.lagued by methodological problems that render 
many of the results dubious, these studies do depict some 
_general trends • I~terest is more closely associated with tne 
content of a book rather than the forin or style of the book. 
Also, patterns of interest in the content of books show 
differences · ·betwee~ younger and older cliildren and between 
-~ 
• o# ...... 
___ b_O_.fS and_gir::~ls. Comparisons wi.th the vario':Js metho_9s -o_f_. _ _ _ 
.. ., 
assessing read-ing interest~·· are difficult ·to make .and perhaps 
.:.. •". 
of questionable value. . . ~ 
<. 
. . 
.. . 
The' Method of Paired Compar'isons : • .
• 
A Brief History, of the Me-thod and Its General App:N-cation 
I 
In the method,./o£Paired comparisons introduced in its 
, embryo~i·c form by G.T •. Fechner in 1861> and, after 
considerable extensio~s, made popular by L.L. Thurstone in 
1940, objec.ts are presente~ in pairs - to on~ qr more judges • 
., 
"Object" i& a covering term which may stan4 for "item"; 
"treatment", •stimulus", and the like. In its simplest fonn 
• • 
the-comparison . is between two objects, A and a, by one·judge. '• 
• 
This comparison ~Y be made by any number of judges, and the 
number of opjects ·~ under cq~sideration may be greater than 
.;.wo, ·although if the numt;»er of o~cts· is too great, then the 
number of ·comparisons becomes unmanageable. . Each· judgemeht 
cons_ists of · a simple preference for one or the other object, 
since ties are not permitted. 
' , 
~~ 
If _more than two ·objects are under consideration, every 
• 
,. 
.· 
l, 
• 
,. 
' • ;. ~~t. ', ! • 
.• 
• 
\ 
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judge per.forms e·~ery possibl~ paired comparison_. . Thi·s 
correspo,nds in the language of sports to a round robin 
tournament, the roles of the players in the tournament being 
analogous to those of the ~bjects in the paired-canparison 
experim~ntt. For t 'Ob)ects and n judges the number of ·paired 
canparisons will. be n ( t \ 2) • . 
The method of paired comparisons is used primarily in 
I 
cases when obje·cts to be compared can be judged only 
st;~bjectively, as in the case of reading preferences. Other 
•. 
examples where this method is employed are in taste.testing, 
and personnel rating (David, 1963). 
• I ~ 
arisons and Readin Interests 
. 
.... use to date has been made · of the 
-comparison approach in measuring readinO .interests. 
. ... 
Lehtovaara and Saarinen ( 1964) used this method with three "-
oJher me-thods in their study of · the re~dl~;. i.nterests C?f 
2,00~ Finnish children. 
using it was: 
One of the reasons they gave f~r 
' ••• the .. method of paired-comparisons offered the 
. poss~ibility of creating a more natural exper!Jnental 
situation frc!\\ the' point of view of the ch1.ldren, 
than the situations PFesupposed by· other methods 7 
and this was regarded as a . point ot particular 
value: it was likel~ to facilitate comparis.ons of 
dif~erent .,age groups, which was one of the objects 
of the study. The cert_~inty' that each ·of the 
~ lements is made, in turn, · t ·he s-.ubject of 
comparison, was also considered to be v~ry valuable 
(p. 62). 
'" ' • . 
. ' · 
• 1 
{, ~ ,. 
• 
~·' "'-: ,• 
·' 
•• 
_ ... 
' . 
\ 
.. ... 
Chiu '197.3), us~ng a )5-i te~ questionnaire ·covering 
categ~r ies of bOofs.Ji._, rd alSO employing the me.thod 
38 
ten 
of 
paireq-comparisons, ~nvestigated the reading preferences of 
fourth grade children in two elementary schools in the 
north-central ·part of ·Indiana. Result-s showed that 
test-retest ! reli~bili ties for the ten J cate~or~.ts · with a 
. . . . . 
qne-month interval were · relatively· h"igW with the median 
- I . ····- ---·----··--...... -·· -· . - · -· --- - . ;? . . 
relial;>ili ty ~oefficient of .72 for · the tol'al ·gx:oup. · 
In simflar. fashion, Fair~eigh, Evard, & McDaniel { 1974) 
develop&~ a pipture inv•~tory to compare the reading 
\intere~ts of boys ~nd girls. in grades four, fiv~, and six. 
El~ven· different pictures were show!'\, ·rep.resenting a 
different ca-tegory of literature. Each picture was paired 
with eve_ry other picture in th~ set, resulting in its f~nal 
-
form of a picture inventory ~onsistlng of fifty-five pairs of 
pictures. The inventory :Was adminis~_ered to 150 children, 
and' the means and · 'standard deviations of th~ scores for each 
• • 
category on thd inventory we/e computed· ~y sex and grade . 
,. 
level. The data showed a ·pronounced sex .difference in 
reading interests, _and were consistent over the age-range 
studied _with .other surveys. 
' The method -of paired comparisons was used by Summers and 
Lukas-evicb ( 1983) in constructing a re~ding prefe·rence --= 
inventory and this inventory was ' administer~~ t'o 1,127 
,1 · ' 
intermediate-:-grade . chil,d1:n in t:hree Ca.nadi.an communi ties • 
'l'heir assessment of the ·me~its of this method was -summed up 
tl 
. . 
_., 
.i· 
--
.· 
r 
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( 
thus: 
We feel that one of the rrore promising ~asurement 
approaches is the use of paired-comparison 
inventories. Paired-comparisons allow us· to 
quantify and rank preference data. This approach , 
alleviates many measurement problems and the· 
measurement ~ethodology can also be brough.t within 
the environment of the \classroom teas:her .(p. 349). 
11= ::.-
, ,, ~ .... .... \ 
\ .. : . 
Advantages of Paired Comparlsons 
1 . Paired-comparison instruments · are flexible and al,low 
. ~ . . 
' - tho·r.ough comparisons of n possible combinati~n~· of 
prefer~ce themes. 
Inventories are easily developed, scored, 
.. 
and interpreted. 
3 • · The technique avoids some of the well-known measurement 
' • . problems related to affecti~e assessment, inc~uding 
acquiescense, responding· in a fiOCially desirable manner, 
. . 
and"' being unduly influenced by the set of · the developer 
of the instrument. 
4. The results can .be easily tlfggregated for statistical 
anatysis across groups and across studies. · 
,. 
Disadvant:ages of Paired t.~omparisons 
~ 
• 1. .,. Because e-ach judgement· consists of a simple· .. preference 
...... ·, • .I 
' 
I 
.... 
for one or the other object, and because ties are .not · 
•• 
permitted (David, .1963; p. 10), preference's may be stated 
where there is ·hardly any • . 
Problema rna y. arise w i t h the vocabulary, and , the 
. . 
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.. . 
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laboriousness of t~ method especially with slow readers 
and with children in the early grades. In this study, 
there was a total of ninety-one comparisons and 
solutions, _which '.would be too di. fficult a task for such' 
respondents. 
.. 
The Sample· 
··The subjects .for this sample 'were. -?4: .. g~a.des four, fi~e, 
and six classes from three areas, i.n the province: namely, .. 
Gan~er, Glov~rtqwn, and Fogo Island. This sample consisted 
of entire classes, . irrespective of ability., 
'-
• • 
enroll~d in 
~ I 
, schools mainly operated by the Terra Nova Integrated"' Schoo1 
... 
Board. 
. , 
An explanation of the operation of the various 
schools on Fogo Is.md is found in Chapte~. I. Although there 
are · seven elementary SC?hools . on Fpgo Island the researcher 
Js)d ·the entire student body of the classes :i.nvol ved as one 
unit of study. For the purposes of the study, it was felt 
.that this .~ample mi~t be su~ficiEmtly large t~ provide the 
data ru;;cessa~ to determine the effec-t! of th~ v~ri-ables bein9 
.. 
con~ ide red. 'Those· schools were· selected for a number of 
I •, ' 
i 
rea,onsa ' 
):._:..)The school~ are located mainly in one geo_graphical area 
avoi91f19 problems with distribution, testing and 
f . 
_CQllection. 
2 ~ .. .. The school$ . repr~sent, at least in the researcher'· s viey, 
0 
a croaa-(ection o.f ;., ~ ~· types of s ·chools and the st.udents 
• 
.. ' 
' 0 I • ' . 
. . 
.. 
' 
, 
• • 
.,. 
~ . ' 
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represent a variety of socio-economic backgrounds. The 
schodls on Fogo Island . a.r~-.... ·ai.i·. srri'all, poorly equipped, 
and neither has a ·library nor resource person. Th\ books 
availa,ble are co~tained within the clas_sroom. There is a 
' 
public library for the whole island, tnd this is housed 
~i thin the Central High School. This' school is situated · 
/ . 
in the centre of Fogo Island and access to the library is 
~bt ,::-easy, especially for micfdle-gra~e children. 
Glov.ertown is· a relatively small primary-elementary~ ­
. "" school (Grades K to VII) with a well'-equipped r·esource ·, 
• I 
centre which also houses the public library. The school 
.. . 
employs a full-time res,?urce per-;on. and in <id~tidn, 
· there is a part-time public librarian. Gander Academy is 
f r I ~ 
a relatively large pri\"'ary-elementary schoo1. (K-6), wi~h,. .a-
.. 
" 
well-equipped children • s library and the School Board has -.1 
a full-time resource ,pe.rson in the school. 
f 
J . 
Instrumentation 
'rhe instrument used in this survey employs the method of 
pa4.red comparisons and . was identical to th~t used by Summers 
. . . . 
' . ~nd Lukasevich ·< 1983). Permiss .r"ci~was sought and obtained 
.for the use of the same. The authors' in review.ing the' 
• 
literature found anywhere from five to thirty 
..... 
content-ana-form themes or categories used previously to 
\~ . , 
" 
··, classify books in· measur ..i.ng interest and preference at . the 
intermediate-grade level. Reported classifications from 
"' 
. -'I.. 
.' ' 1 --
. . · 
' 
• 
·• 
' . 
.. 
'· 
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earlier research were collated and fou:tleen \ representative 
categories were identified and includE!/d in the inventory . 
• 
- I 
.The categories were adventure, hi~tory I geogr~phy, anima 1 s, 
ch,ii ldren/ family, spprts !• humor, scien~e, pqetry, fantasy, 
' biography, travel, romance, nature study, and mystery. 
In developing the inventocy, the esearcher O):'ganized 
these category pairs so that each· appear , d first anq . second 
about an equ~ 1~ nu,rilber of t~e~: - _and\ a total 9roup of 
qinety:one p'airs was present;ed in r~ndom o~der. 
· To aid in ,distinguishing among cat~gories, a bri'~f 
.explanation W1!1.i___fictd~Q, ~he •researcher ;.o ~r.ovide some 
descriptive terms for the categories; f.or example, after 
"biography" the phrase "an account of a person•s life" wa·J 
· .~ 
added. For example, th~ category of mystery with biogr.aphy 
\ 
appeared C!Bj follows: 
( 
I like most to read about: 
' 
MYSTERY (ghosts, secrets, detect~ves,l suspense) 
I 
BIOGRAPHY (an account of a .person • s ~ife) 
T..ci ~llustrate bette~ .... fhe reading prefere~ce differences 
., 
and :Janges, Sununera an~kasevich ( 1983) deV:e.J..,oped an index 
of reading preference ~RP). Isaac (1971), defiined a scale as 
a .measuring device allowing ~he assignrnen'=- of symbols or 
numbers to inq_ividuals or groups, or their /behaviours, by 
\ . i . 
rule. He __ ~ent .or, to . s~y that such an assigrent of symbols 
or numbe;,a ·'inlol.ted :the individual's or group's possessi.op" 
ll)easure · (~~00) •• s ·researcher request·~d and was' granted 
,. 
, ( 
,// J 
.. 
..,-
~· •• • ' 0 
·\ 
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~miss ion to use the scale in this study. The 1 RP. is 
I 
ca1cula ted as follows:. 
I RP = the number of times 
the categQiy is 
selected ·!" 
.. 
the number of hmes 
the category r is not 
selected' 
{the number of possible selections} 
~ ' 
X 100 
Thus, if the I RP was administered to 
, 
I ,.-l > 
a group of 1:34 
~ubject·s, the total. number of possible sel.ect,ions for the 
' " 
categorY of ad venture, if it was always se 1-ected over the 
other 'thirt'eeri categoTies in all pairings c would be l ,~742. 
\ 
' ;:: ..... ' ' ·, 
I£, .however, the category or adventure were actually ~e.lected 
. . --........ 
first in all comparisons 1,201 times7"'t.here would be a 
... 
Y . 
" ' -· ~· 
- . 
' b a 1 an c e of 5 0 1 i n s tan c e s wh ere , t h e o t h e r ·c ate cfo r i e s , 
predominated. 
.1 • 
Using the above formula we obtain -
,il I 
IRP = {1,201- sol) J 
, X 100 = 40 • 0 7 
_) 
' ~# 1,742 • 
A. sQarate IRP calculation is made .foreach categorY: the·· 
wer the value of the index for a category_"' the more the 
'· her categorr~,· are preferred to i.t. ·Hi.<iJh preferences 
.ef . ~ 
result in h~gh p si.tive values, low preferences in high 
---
negative valuQes. 1 
Prf=ed~·ra 
The Reading Prefei"enca Invel)tory was administered during 
--•. 
'-
• 
'. ' · .. \.;~ . : ' 
~' "'r"' j I J!: 
: .... -
q ' 
' ' ': ~ ' I)" '. ~ ' 
• • · Ill.~ 
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the mont~ of October, 1984, to Subjects as a group in their 
. . . 
classrooms by classroon( teachers·,, with the exception of Fogo 
... 
Island, where the resear.che~· ~ond~cted .the survey himself • 
• 
Subjects were instructed thus: 
time 
1. 
' 
. Thls · ·'bbo~l~t t;onta'ins statements about types of 
books- b_oy~ , and ·~. gir~s· l _ilt'e _.to _read • . R.ead each 
statement carefully. • Dectde which ot the two types 
.of boo~ .you 'wpuld 'rathet'--choose. ;Place an X in ... 
. fr·on~ ~f'· the one yo~· choose~ ·choose only one type \ 
of book for: e·adh statement. _·.- . ..,. · · 
• ,e. •• t • • If ' I • • • • 
Teach~r __ he~p~ w~s "p:tovided t~ . subj\i.t& through?u~.' anq no 
( . . . ., - . 
• • ' .. ,' .J • ' . 
_limits were · ~mpos• · 'The average· ·t.ime · to ··co;Illplete the 
• • • • C) • • • ,. • ~ 
. . 
. . ..... .. . ..... ' 
inventory was a half .·hour. 
. . ' . 
• . t . 
I ' 
•. 
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.. ,.. 
r·-....:._., CHAPT~R IV 
i "" ' ......._ AN'~ALYSIS OF STUDENT RESPONSES 
I ,: r 
,Introduction 
In this chapter the ~esponses ; f~ the seyen hundred and 
· fo·r~y · seven .students in the s mple are reported and 
( 
• dl·scussed·. The inv'estigati ~· concerned. with ·the 
. . . 
t 
, i ntependent . J;"eading preferen_ces of children in grades four, 
five, ·and' six, 1n. three selected-areas of Newfoundland --
Fogo Islapd, GloVeftOwn, and Gander. In addition, the study 
' . 
attempted to .determine whether there were significant 
til 
t. re.;ations between the reading_ interests and grade . level, ~~ex, 
and geographical loaction. 
First~, ,the r~,~ an analysis .. and discuss ron of the 
various group rank or~e-ri nllt'!l, and the relative changes in, 
and distances between the various: ranks in the orderings. 
~ 
There is Jlso an analysis of community differences, sex 
• * 
-
,differences, and grade-to-grade ~luctuations in readino 
( 
prefer'ences of ,the elementary children in this st.udy. 
Secondly, . there is an analysis of variance (ANOVA) results 
.I for the community, grade level, and sex difference results •. 
' 
' Table 1 show.s the· number of students for each of ~he 
sexes for each grade for each 9om~unity.· 
... 
" 
. 
'- · \ ' \ 
• 
· ..--. ' • 
) 
- .... 
.. 
. \ . 
' ,.r----. ___ 
I 
I 
. ~ 
• 
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Table 1 
DistributLon of Students According td Communi~y. Grade, and · 
Sex. ~ 
Community · 
fogc5 
. ' Gander 
<llovertown 
Grad~ Pour 
Male "Female 
. \ 
52 38. 
58 . 61 
24 17 
'·. 
Grade Five 
Male Female 
45 4tl 
• 
. 
58 64 
. 
23 23 
Grade six 
Male Female 
31 33 
. 
,55 6J 
33 28 
\ 
Analyses of the Rank Order of Reading Preferences 
. 
The Index of Reading Preference 
This research attempted to ~etermine the reading 
preferences of in-termediate children in the province of 
. . 
Ne\foundland and, as w~lf:" to .investigate the extent to which 
t~ese preferences are affected by community, se\' and grade 
, . 
level. To do this the re'searcher has presented a rank 
. . . . .. . 
. . orderi~g of .the reading preferences · for the fourteen reading 
t 
'· 
·.- . 
·., J ~l\ : 
,., . .,.,;; .. .. 
'. 
preference inventory ( RPI) categor.ies orgaf\ized by community, 
-
sex, and~grade level, ~s shown in table 2. It is obvious 
from this table that the most pop~lar categories of reading 
" ;or the atudents in this su"vey are mys-tery, actv\nture, 
romance, ,.fantasy, and . ltumour; and that such· categ9r':i.es as 
' 
. ~ 
.hi:a·tory/ge~graphy, children/family, poetry. biography, and 
,nature at~dy are_ .he leas~ popular categories "of reading wit~ 
thia large .. group · of chilcJ,Fen. This table also shows that_ 
. ..... , ' .. 
' ' ~ ., ... 
_....-, 
~- -
I 
i . . : 
• 
: ~ .. t 
\ 
/ 
' 
' · 
• 
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-girls prefer such categories as romance and animals more than 
boys do, and that ._such categories as sports and science are 
more . widely read by boys than they are by girls. ·community 
• 
differences are not so obvious, but the table 'does show, for 
. 
\ •example, that Fogo b_oys prefer romance more than do boys .in 
\ 
ebther Glovertown or Gander~ or that science is a more 
popular _category of reading with ~oth G lo.~e,z::town ".-~oys and 
Gander ·boys th.an it is with· Fogo boys. Such a table of rank 
' 
' 
,orderings is not able' to show reiative changes in 
preferences, nor indicate the distances between -the ranks in 
the orderings. Neither is such a table able to show 
... 
community differences, sex variation, or the grade-to-grade 
' fluctuations in preferences for the fourteen categories of 
readi ncj-. However, using the formula discussed in Chapter 
#' 
III, (p. 41), an index of reading preference, scores is 
produc~d, which not only shows the ranked preferences for the 
fourteen categor~es, for the total 74 7 children, and for t .he 
various gr.-~upings according to sex, 'age, and ~o~unity, but 
also Shows reiative··-changes in preferences, ·together · with the 
. ' . 
.,.J 
distances between the various orderings. Furthermore, it 
also shows more cle'arly the varij>us community differences in 
reading _pre~erences, l!& comparison of the reading~ pre~erences r 
\ of ~oys and gi~ls, together with any changes .in their reading t 
interests as these students progress through the elementary 
grades. As stated in the discussion of' the IRP in Chapter 
7 
; 
-rii, the high~r the value of the index score for a particular ,. ., 
' ,-
~ . 
) 
" 
• 
. ::z.' 
• ':, .: 
' . 'is ~ 
~ .. : ~ '• .}' 
,·.,, ' 
. \ 
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48 I .. 
categqry, the grea~er the number of times that category is 
• 
preferred, or. the lower the value of the index score for a 
particular category, the less . frequently 
1 
that category •is. 
\ 
from (-loo.oo) preferred. Thus, since the .IRP scores r~ge 
~-·to1l<~lOO.OO) · an IRP· score of <+s.o.oo) for ·any category · means 
-
' that the subjects in that particular group chose that 
ca~eg~ry seventy-five percent of the t~ta~ number· of times · it: 
-might hilVe been c~osen, · or an I ·RP score of., means that this~ . 
• I • 
particular category was chosen or rejected fifty ·percent of 
the total · n.amber of tin.tes it might have been and tba~. the 
7children are neutral in the~r . preference for it. on· the 
other hand, an IRP score bf (-50.00) for . any particular 
category· • . c~t~ory me~at a particular grouP. re~ected tHis 
~eve~y-five percent of the total number ~f times. \[ ~ . 
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TABLE~2 
..... 
... 
" 
• I 
I 
~ 
\ 
' . \ 
,. \ 
. 
Rank <k'der of Read:iDj Prefelences fir the~ categrries bf Cbnnudty, ~Grade and 
Sex. I 
~ " .,. ,; 
I 
'I" . " 
,• 
' 
Fogo Glmert.own Gan3er 
l . • 
\ 8oys Girls Boys . Girls Bay!t Girls 
R.P.I. ~ 
. .. ~tegocy / 4 5 I 6 4 5 ~ 4 5 6 4 5· -6 4 5 6 4 5--6 
~~ 1~ 7 1 . 1 1 5 6 8 1 1 2 9 11 9 2 2 1 Mystery . 2 2 . 3 - 2 2 ' 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 '1 1 2 
Sports "3 5 3 11 10 10 6 7 3 7 9 7 .3 4 4 9·6 7 
Adventure 4 2 1. 4 3 · 3 2 2 2 4 2 3 . 2 . 2 2 4' 3 3 
Fantasy 5 3 5 '2 4 6 4 3 4 2 6 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 
HJuncur .6 6 4 12 5 5 3 4. 5 6 " 5 6 5 _5 5 6 5 6 
ftave1· 7 8 6 . 6 9 7 8 9 10 8 7 9 , 6 7 6 7 8 8 
Animals 8 7 11 5 6 4 7 8 7 5 4 5 10 a·· 1 - 5 7 5 
Hist/Geog 911 8 10 13 13 14 10 11 13 .. 14 14 11 10 11 ' .tJ 13 14 
Nature Study 10 9 10 14 12 12 10 11 9,.:. 11 10 11 . .. 7 9 10 10 11 10 
Biography 11 13 12. 8 8 8 12 14 13 9 11 10 1~14 11 12 9 
r 
Science 12 10 9 13 14 14 . 9 5 6 14 13 13 . 8 6 8 14 14 13 
Orl.ld/Fam 13 14 14 9 ll 11 • 13- 13 14 12 12 8 14 14 13 12 10 12' 
~ 14 12 t3 7 7 g . 11 12 12 10 8 12 13 12 12 8 911 
l 
~ 
l 
{ 
-
~ 
' , . 
. I 
• 
·---If 
.. 
'"'-· 
: 
· .. 
..._ 
' 
• 
; 
" 
~ 
" 
-
"' 
~ 
\D 
'· 
'· r . 
. ~. ~ . 
1 
, . 
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::,':.,,;. --· \, . · ~··~ 
I 
so 
~ Rank Order For All Subjects 
Table 3 &hows ~e ranked preferences and the 
,. ' 
corresponding .. scores for the .fourteen categories of reading. 
This table shows that the most popular categories for all t~e 
,.J47 subjects in this survey are mystery (57.76), adventure 
-(4·5.40); roma.nce - ('3 .2.46), fantasy (27.4l), .and humour 
The IRP scores for mystert . and. ad .~enture, 
. . 
part leu 1; r ly '<show that these two categor~es are st~ongly - . 
. " " 
preferred by most students in t ,his :·survey. The :~categories 
least. preferred by t~is grou;> are children/family (-43.19), 
biography (-37.52), poetry (-31.26), hi~tory/geography 
../ . 
(-29.76), science (-29.68), and nature study (-25.87). The 
;, til-~ 
IRP scores for sports (3,81), animals ( 3.83), and travel 
• (-5.85), show that the children in this survey have somewhat 
neutral preferences for these ca.tegories; that is, they 
. . . = y 
prefer these categories in about· the s~e proportions as they 
do the other categories. 
~,, 
Mystery apd~ adventure were also ~he two most . popular 
...... ' 
categories of reading for all the subjects ·in tne survey by 
. ' . ' Su~N"ners and Luka,evich ( 1983) •· The other. popular categories 
.. 
in their survey were fantasy, humo\4r, and to a· lesser extent, 
. .. ... ' 
. . • 
aninta ls\ The IRP scores for mystery, fantasy, ancJ.. .. humour, 
were similar to those in this · study. In their,. survey ; , 
. . . ~· 
adventure (51:86) was slightly more poguiar ~han it was with 
' . . . 
I 
I 
' -
I 
" • 
_ .. 
\ ' . 
'\,. the children in this study, but romance .<-:-9.66). waf!J · rated · --. 
· ~onsid~rabiy . looier in the,ir survey ti.an'·"lt wa~_ by_ children in 
\ . . . . 
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.. 
l -; ~ • • - • 
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this survey. ~categories ·least preferred by the students 
in their survey--Were identical to those'by,the students!o in 
this survey, although the rA""- order;ngs~ different, and 
the IRP scores varied. Most notable was the category of 
'\ science. Students in' their sur~tY rated this c·ategory 
1: 
· · (-10~40), while the students in this sur;vey rated it 
J, (-29.68). Subjects in theirQ survey wer~· also neu~l _. .in 
their preferences for the ca.tegories · of sports · and tr~l, 
. . . 
' 
and, to a lesser extent, the category of romance~ 
. 
'" \ · An important conclusion that may be drawn from this , I 
. 
tabl• is thai fiction, geheially sp~aking, holds a much 
. ' . 
; 
greater interest for children in the middle g~es than does 
"' I! ' 
non-fiction. 
· .. 
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· ' ·· Table 3 . . j 
Rank Order of Reading Preferences for ~he Fourteen Categories 
oroanized for all 747 Subjects,~7ega ~l,ss of Grade, sex or 
,; · Community. r · f1 
. ,...-.. 
•. 
RPI Category For 747 Students 
(n • 747) . 
.. Mystery 
Adventure 
... , 
Ramance 
Fantasy 
Humour 
Sports 
,J 
Animals 
Travel 
Nature Study 
1 
Science 
I 
Hi·st/Geog 
. Poetry 
Biography 
Child/Fam 
' ' 
• 
J 
.57.•76 
45.40 
32. 46 . 
( 
27.43 
~.13 
\ ( ··~.81 
\) -;J.S)' 
-·5. 85 
-25.87 
-29. 6'8 
. 
. ¥: -
-29.7'6 
-31.26 
-37.52 
-:-43.19 
.. 
. . 
.... 
.. 
.\t 
\. 
I 
• 
..: .; ' 
• 
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Sex 
-· 
· Table 4 shows the IRP scores rank ordered for the fame 
subjects but organized by sex. The most pQQular ~ategories 
. 
·for the boys are mystery (56,77), adventure1 (51 . 33), fantasy 
(25.88), sports (21.53)_., and humour tl 7 .27). Boys snow a 
. ·-marked lack of pr~ference for ~he categories of 
. ' • 
I 
chf~tlre~/family (-54.66), biogrpphy (-48.65), and ,poetry 
(~4lr.9Sl,; and to .af.lesser extent, . the catego1ries of 
'history/geography (-2'L99.), and nature study (-19.55). The , . 
• 
. . . 
boys,in t~is survey are neutral in their preferences for 
. 
romance (3.55f;l travel . ('0.35), animals (;-2.37), and science 
~) 
(-7.90) • 
The most popular' _categories for the girls. are •romance 
(61.37), mystery (58.78), adventure (39.46), fantasy (28.97)~ 
·and humbur (10.99). The mOst unpopular categories for the 
A -
girls are science (-~1.46), history/geog~aphy (-46.07), 
·.· . .. nat~study (-32.19), children/family (-31.52),} biography 
.,---- . 
..- (-26.38'), and poetry (-20.57). Girls are somewhat neutral in 
.. 
their .,Pre(erence for the category of aqimals ( 9. 03 j. 
With the excep~ion of humour and '(_ra,vel, all other 
\ , . 
categories ·of rea.~iing are different.\,a~ly px;eferred b~ boys 
. . ' 
and girls. The IRP sc9~es indicate thlt both boys and \~rls 
.. ,. 
' .rate mystei?' and fant~sy . alm9st· equally, Boys jhow a grefter 
,·wfer'ence than 4o girls· for the ·categories · of ~dv.entur.e, 
.. . .. 
sports, humour, trave .l, . science, 
,. 
nature. study, and 
\ 
history/geography. . Girls, on the other hand, show a greater ~ 
---
, 
~ · 
, · 
• 
.. 
.. 
. 
I 
• 
preference than do boys, for 
animals, poetry, biogr~~hy, and 
. ' .... 
the categories ff 
children/family. 
'. 
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romance, 
f .,.- ~ . 
Of sp&ci_al interest is the great range' 'of differences 
between the IRP scores of boys and girls for the categories 
of sports, romance, and science/ . Boys rate sports fairly 
• high, fourth in rank order, and with an IRP score of 2l.S3, 
( , whereas girls rank· this category eighth, with an ~score . of 
• 
. (-13.92). Although science (~7.90) is somewhat a neutral 
.- - . 
p~efere·nce for the boys, it is the most - unpopular category 
with girls, with an IRP scor~ of (-~1_._4_6') · . Romance ranks 
.. 
sixth with boys ~ith an IRP score of (3.55), but is an 
<?extremely popular .category with the g~ who rank it number 
on~, with an IRP score of (61.37). 
In the study by Summers and Lukasevich (1983) a similar 
table shows that mystery and adventure w~re ttle two most 
popuiar casepories for boys andpgirl~, with humour similar in 
. ,. 
ranking, but less popular with girls than with boys •. With 
the exception. of these three categoti~s J1 other categories 
were differentially preferred by boys and girls. sports and 
science were more strongly preferred by boys than girls, 
while romance . and animals were ~ore - strongly preferred 'by 
. ' 
•. girl'S than they were by boys 0 
-- -
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TABlE 4 
r ·-....  . 
Rank Order Clf Readi.r¥j Preferences for .. the Parrteen categories 
~}¥Sex. 
• 
RPI categoty fer males 
(n-379) 
Mystery 56.77 
.Adventure 51.33 
F'aJ1tasy 25.~ 
S~s 21.53 
Hurrour 17.27 
Rarance 3.55 
Travel . 0.35 
.Animals • 
-2.37 
Science -7.90 
Nature St!lldy -19.55 
Hist/Geog -27.99 
Poet.Iy -41.95 
. 
~~, 
Biography 48q_, 
Oli~B/Fam - 54.66 
I 
.. 
~ 
• 
WI categrxy for females 
(~) 
• r 
Paranee 61.37 
Mystery 58.78 
.--Adventure 39.46 
Fantasy r' ,., 28.97 
' 
Hurto~ 10.99 
I 
Animals 9.03 
Travel -12.04 
~ 
Storts • -13 .92 
-
l:tletry -20.57 
• 
Biography -26.38 
Olild/Fam -31.52 
Nature Study -32.19 
His~/~ -46.07 
Science -51.46 
----------------..-.~-------------------------
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Grade Level 
Table 5 shows the ranked IRP scores for the fourte~n 
categories organized by grade for the 747 subjects. An 
interesting feature of this tab~'1s'·· tl_1at the rank ordering 
. , -
for the ' first five preferen"ces of categories are identical ' 
for' each grade_ • . -They are mystery, adventure, romance, 
fantasy, and humour. This,indicates, at ~he very least, that 
the~d1ng ,....p'references ·of ' the students in •the elemen-tary 
grades i~ this ·survey do ~t ~hange dr~matic~lly. Alth~ugh ) . . . 
the ca_t,egories of mystery and .. adventure a're top ~anked by the 
students in the three grades, there is a marked increase in 
interest in these two categQries as they progress through the 
middle grades. Thus the IRP sc~re for mfstery by grade four 
students is (52.18), for grade five stu~ts it · is (SS,S~J_, _  
/ 'fd for grade six students it reaches a very high score of 
(65,81). Similar!ly, grade .four __ students rate adven!ftre 
. -
. (36.06), grade five students rate it .(46~34), and grade six 
1 
students rate ' it (54.29). Tpree other less popular 
categ_Q.tie.s where there is a marked increase in interest 
.. between grades _four a!'ld six are humour ,-imals, . and science. 
Grade four students rate humour (9.11) while grade six 
' . I 
students rate it (15.92). Also grade four students rate 
"' ~ ' ~ ~ 
animals (3.57) while grade six students rate it (7.95). 
• ~ 
Finally, grade four •student:s rate sports (-1.37 ) wh.ile grade( 
- ,.. ' 
six students _rate it (9.02). en th~ other · hand, grade six 
stuaents when compared with ,grade four student~, show a 
·' 
• ••, <" : ,. 
1
, ;, ,._ 1 • •l ~ ' H ; , , • 
' ' 
• 
f 
.. 
. -.
-·.· 
. -·~ .~· .., : 
-~~ ---
-_/·57 .. 
/ 
sligh~, decline in inte~est for the unpopular ~ories of 
biog~phy, poetry, and nature 
In the study done 
is an increase in interest 
the popular categories of 
a 1 so in the 1 e s .s ~ · pop u 1 a r , 
c h i .l d r e n I f a m i 1 Y, ! They 
/ 
study. / 
nd r'•evich ( 1983.) there 
ade '(ive . · 
ure, humo 
( 
__ ca tegor ies..:..:O-f 
~ 
. i 
.. ...,.. 
also found 
even for 
and 
biography, .a~d 
tha~ 'POetry, 
hi,story/geogra~hy,· 1and natur,e st·udy, were less popular wi_th 
. \ 
,grade seven students th~n they ~ere with grade· five student~ 
/ 
.; Perhaps this is bec~se poetr.t at the_ grade. five level is 
' 
.. 
simple, often with a pleasant beat. Children read poetry for 
• 
the sheer, j_oy o( doing so. Often there· is choral reading, or 
·t teache/' reads poetry t~ass. By ~he time th:y 
ch grade seven, children are. often requested to analyze~ 
poetry, which at this level is not .so. rhythmic nor is the 
language as simple. 
-
1.,..-- • 
Rather, the language 1s often figurative 
and dif,ficult. · Social studies . at the grade five level is 
usually hu~a~- interest omaterial and anecdotal, whereas by 
-.. I 
grade · seven, it is more specialized, descriptive, and 
-technical. rn a similar way nature study at t-h~eade five 
level is ofteh_.,.about cu~dly creatures, and _he ;ike, 
<!iscussed in famd.~y-like sit~atioRs. Gr~e f ve childre:1. 
probably identify ·na~ure stupy with fieid trips, trips to the 
zoo, slide. shows· pf strange ~rea_tures, _
1
e···;tc - f~_ owers, 
¥ ~sects, an~ bir~. By the time students get to grade seven 
there are fewer outings, 
'10 •• , 
more resealrch is r~quired of the 
1 • ;. 
.... 
.. 
. . 
-
.. 
• .. . 
-·-
.t·' 
\ 
~ ; 
·' ., 
' I 
• 
, 
• 
·sa 
students, and ·nature s~u'dy, like social--studies, becomes more 
~(;!.,ali zed. 
.. t "" ., 
• 
• The de·velop~ental flu'ctuatiorfs found in the reading 
. ' pref•ences of t\e studen·t·s in this survey, are al-so .,. 
. • I 
' con~~ste.nt ww;.h thos~ .f previous research •. Terman and Lima 
I • . 
as early as 192.5 · 'found that younger· children . .were JllOre 
. . . 
interested in ·animal sto9es an~ ta\ry ·t .ale.s, ·but' by the tile 
" . .. . . 
. "'• . the"y reacbe~ the age of . t~l ve, they were more intere~ted in 
. ~Mystery, adv_en~ure, and hero woi-s~i~. ' N~rvell((l9.461 also .. 
~ Yllund ~ g~ua.l but consistent change in the' .reading ha.bits ' 
-'~of· .p·r ima ry .\ g\-ade cit i-t.dre~ to those ot u·pp~.r~ ele~e .ntaRI· 
-- ' . ,. , ., 
·.j g~ades,:··· where, he found, readi~·Q interes~s generally 
st8bili.~4/ · aUd= (1957 I :lso, c_~;lude'd that fr~ •!)~~d~ . 
·four .t·o grad.e eight, interest in mystery s -tories and sports 
I , / , ( I 
. . \ 
cowboy stor~es and fairy ..storie.s"" incre4sed, but interest in 
• ./ 0 • • • l l' . • .. • 4 
found that the reoding . . 
. . 
l ....- • . - .. • 
..._., -~ales de-creased. Ashl•Y. (1972) 
-.. -~--
''J 
,. 
•. ~ .,. 
; .· 
. , ' ---- .  . . . ... 
~ ~. interest •. of,.. grade four; bo~s _an~d girls did not vary m~oh,_ . but 
r a • ' . ~ 
by the time they r~ached gr~de six, both sexes ha\. developed 
I 
.~ 
. I ~ - . 
- di,ti~ct· . reading tastes. . _ ;-
\ ' . -r '·~--- ...... · .I . " ..... 
· . .. 
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~ Or\ier of Reading Prefenncea Jar the J1aD:'teen cat:egarlea 
. by Grade. -~ 
tl • 
.RPi category for 
CJEede'4 . 
. 
.... . 
(n-250) 
' 
Mystery 52'.18 
Adventure I; J6,Q6 
.. ' 
Rarance 33.91 
Fantasy: 24.48 
lJimon- 9.11 
' ' 
'1\nin6ls 3.57 
Sports ' -1.'37 
.. 
Travel • -1~47 
. 
Nature St~ -20.00 
...., . 
~ ~.~5 . 
.. ~?.9.35 ~ioqraphy 
SCience -30.95 
• 
Mysteey 55•54 
Mventure 46. 34 
·Rarance -- , 2A.35 
. 
Fantasy .. -- -, . ' 27.68 
.Hur;rour 17.137 
Spo~ 4.66 
An.inals -1.57 
~a vel -A.60 
Poetry -26.29 
. 
N!lture Study"-28.47 
Science · -29.68 
Hlat/Geog -37.25 
I 
"' RPI cat:.egcKy far' gr:aae 6 . 
. (n-243): 
.. 
'\ 
Mystery.· 6~.81 
" Adventure 54.29 
~ 33.97~ . 
'• 
Fantasy ( 24.98 
" 
HlmDUr • '15.92 
Spor:ts 9.02 
Anima~s 7.95 
Travel -7.19 ... 
' SCience -27.38 
Nature Study ;-29.90 
-38.90 
-3,9.'54 
· · Hist/Gecg 
-33.97 ;iography--J, -41.91 · 
Poetry 
Hiat/Geog ,,. 
.--Biogr~ -41.75 
child/Fain ':"3;.u 
""-; 
I 
-47.01 II . . Odld/Fam -71.90 ,.. . OU.ld/~ 
J ' ~ '· • 
-~~- ------~~----------..,r---· -----
...... 
• 
,.· 
. . t .. . ·. ) ._ 
' r· 
., . 
~- ' 
, 
• 
" 
. ~ 
.. 
., ... _ 
• 
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Table 6 shows- bhe ranked preferences and the 
corresponding IRP scores for the fourteen categories of • • 
• 
reading organi~ by sex tor grades four, five, and • six 
gir,ls. Although the four most. popular categories --: my!3tery c ( . 
. roman~,. -ad-venture, and fantasy -- are the sa~e (qr the three 
( 
grades, the IRP scor~s s~ow that from g~ade four to grade six 
I 
ther~ is an ~ncrebse in interest in the categories of 
. Q ' . 
' . 
mystery, romance, and . adventure, but a ~ecline,in interest in 
/ . • . 
the category of fantasy. The IRP scores of grade four girls 
fo-; mystery, ~omance, and ad von ~re (51 • 59.); • (50 (40) , ' and · • 
(30.-11) re~pectively. , Grade five.'girls gave these categories 
4 ., 1 ~ .• . 
(53.00), (62.02), and {3T.9B) respectively, a.nd grade six 
girls (71.46), (70.97), and · (49.75) respecd.vely. Humour 
·- \ 
(1.33) is a neutral preference with grade four girls. · It is, 
. . 
however, 
. .. . 
considerably more popular~ with. grade five girls 
-. 
- -( 19.11), and,. with· .grade six girls · ( 19.56). Although. sports 
--
is not a ' popular ~ategory with the4".girls in either grade, 
- -·:- . .. 
there is a marked increase in 
(~22"'.'08) ·t~grade s -ix (-10. 79). 
I 
interest from gra<te four r 
• 
~ ·.., The only one of• the-, popula~ categories., where there :fs a 
.. 
'· 
' . 
,;..;_ . 
~ ..  '\ _,. 
·~.·- -
~~ . ' ;- ,~ \ ~· · . ·. ;_ , II 
decline iq_intdftat· is fa~taay . .. Gr d~'\ f_our gi·~ts . rate this 
-~ ~ 
category (-40.05~, grade five gi-rls 2ff.QO), and grade six 
-
girls (19.60~, 1'1thoug~ the · categ rJies of poetry, travel, 
biography, nature study, and history/geography, arE!~ unpopulre."r 
. . . , . ' 
. categori~a with the girls in ' the . thr~e ·grades, they are leas 
~ • • 
... . .. 
• 
.-
-.. 
J . ...  ' I • 
.. . ' j. 
., 
~- -
.. marked increase or decline i'n i nteres.~ in the · categories of 
" 
I 
.. 
' 
i 
I 
animals, children/family, and ~cience,\ with the girls in 
' 
• 
grades four, five, and six, in this surveoj. 
. ' / ' t' 
-
, J 
' ) I 
'TAB~& 6 .. 
• 
"c<> RaM order of RMding ~ fa: tM ~ Cetegoci~ J 
~ fer'~ fa.lr, Fiw, aDii Sb: Girl-. · 
0 
"' 
./ 
J 
WI c:at.egDEy fm' ( 
• 
§I CllUgcry foE' RPl c:at.egcry far: 
grate 4 : ~5. gradla 6 
(~116), • (n-1.28) \ (q-124) 
" 
Mystery Sl.S9 Jbnance 62.02 l'tjltery 71.46 
I RaTance 50.40 Hyatery 53.00 Ra1anc:e 70.97 
·. 
Fantasy 40.05 Adventure 37.99 ldvwnture 49.75 
Mwnture 30.11 Fanta~ 28.00 Fantuy 19. 60 
' .... Aninat"~ 13.26 lb0.1r 19.11 Animlla 14. 39 <-
HllrOW:: 1.33 ' Mima~· o.oo Hi.IIO.&r 16.66' ( / 
Travwl -6.76 1-s:- -9.01 Sport.a - 10.79 -....... .. 
Poetry - 14.46 -13.22 Travel ... -15.76 
• SpOrta ·22.68 
buy -14.72 Biography -27.79 
• 
Biography ·22.81 Biograptrj -28.25 O'lild/Fan -31.89 
1 i 
-
Na~ Stucty -26.79 Nature study -33.29 ~try -32.5) 
• 
" 
0\ild/FS'II -27.19 Q\Ud/F.a -35.10 Nature St.\i!y -36 .10 
... 
Hilt/Geog -38.46 Hiat/OeotJ -46.27 SCience -49.63 
,, 
Science 
-SOfll Sci.-.ce - 54.21 llilt/GeOg -si.98 
J ., I 
-- ------
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~ • ' 
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Table 7 shows the ranked prefer 1 nces . and the 
• 0 • 
corresponding IRP scores, for the fourteen categories ~f 
reading organized by sex for grades ~pur, five, and six boys. 
' 
Although the rank ordering for the categories mystery, 
.. 
adventure, and fantasy, are the same for · '"the three grades, 
the ZRP scores show that these categories are increas~ngl~ 
more popular with gr~de s~ boys than they are ·wi)h grade 
four boys~ 
\ I 
Mystery, adventur·e, and fCWltasy are . rated., 
respectivel.y,, ( S2. 70), (41.23), and (20.32), 'by grade four 
. '\,"'J 
boys; (58.11), (54.92)1, 
. - ' \.. • ,f-1' 
and ( 27.37) respectively, by gra·de 
five .,.. boys-: · and (5~.47) 1 ('59.02), and (30.58), respectively, 
' - · . 
by. grade six boys • . Sparta and "'humqur are also two other • 
''fairly ' i>opular e~tegories with the boy~ 'in this survey, and 
' ' bticOme more popular. with them as they progress· though the 
middle gra4es. · Science is ,not a popular category with grade 
r • • 
'four boys (.=l4.i2), but it increases in. popularity with grade 
five boys (-4.76) 1 and with 9rade six boys (-4.20). I 
' 
Romance is a fairly . popular category with grade four 
-boys '(19.63),, .~ut. be~omes .consider·ably less popular with 
• 9 I ' .. r •t • .. • - .,_ 
, 
grade 'fiVe boyS ( -5 o86) 1 and Wit.]:\ . gra~e 8 iX .bOyS ( -4 t 59·) • , 
~ \ 
Grade six bo_ys are also l~ss inclined to read th~ unpopular 
. . . . \. 
categories of na'ture study, biography, and I children/...£ amily 1 
• , . . - ll ' , 
than are gr.ade. four boys. The \RP scores for the three 
' ·~ . ) 
gradea. seem to indicate that there" is· no dramatic change 
acroa a the three .grades in interest for t)le categories of 
~ . ' 
hiatory/qaography, poetry, travel, and animals • 
• 
( ; 
• 
\ 
,. 
, 
., 
.. 
' 
• 
.. 
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;;!. 
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A comparison· of {able-~ . 6 and 7 show that for both boys 
. ,.. 
and girls . in this survey there is a rise in interest - fr'om 
grade· four to gradt six in the categories of mystery, . 
.. 
adventure, and humour. Romance is considerably more popular 
... 
with grad~- "six girls than it i~ wi,W gr,ade four girls, but is 
donsiderab~y less popular with grade si_x ~s than it is wit~ 
grade four boys. Fantasy, on the other hand, is more popular 
wi th_grade six boys tha., it is wi thjrade four boys, .but is 
less popu~r with gra'de six girls tha it.· is with grade four 
gijls. Sports is , a popular ca~7 with the boys in this 
survey, but is much ~more p~·ular"' with grade' six boys than it 1 
-~ . 
~is with. grade four boys. On the· other . hand, sports . is a · 
I . • . . . . , :.- . 
rather unpapular category with the gi"rls in ·'all three grades~ 
t 
• in this. survey. S~orts, .however, is more popular with grade 
' .. -
. . 
six• girls than it is with grade four girls, but the increase 
I ' 0 
... 
in interest across the grad~ is much . more marked with. boys 
. ~ --
than it ' is wi~h the girls. T~-~ategory of s~ten~e is_.a 
neutral preference with the ~ boys in this surv;Y• : There is, 
- . . ; . 
however-,, an increase in interes\t from grade four to grade 
I • ~ ' ~ . 
s1x, whereas with the ,girls, there is no marked difference 
fran gr~de four t? grade six~ 
' 
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Community ' 
Table 8 shows I the ranked I RP scores ·,(!=>r the fourtee.n 
...... 
categories organized by community.· The five \nost 
categories -- mystery, adventure, romanc~, fanta'sy, ' 
humour -- are the s arne for ··-.each community, but the r 
.. . . .. \. . . .. 
ordering . {with the exception of humour) and the IRP sc 
I 
. . /: 
vary from community to ,coriununi ty. ~e.' rank ord,er ing~ and 
scores for ,Fogo students !3-r"e romance (59.,67), mystery· 
. . 
( 49 • 7 7 >. 1 adventure (37.46), fantasy (23.2~), 
• 
and. humour 
• 1 
For Glovertown students they are mystery '('S4.3'~h 
. . . . 
(7.51). 
. 
• . '• . 
· .ctdventure ,(42.79), romance (3.7.21)! fanta~y.(.27~ll), , •an9 
humour ( 14...:, 1_!.?..: . . For Ga·nder st_ud~nts the~ are _m~stery 
(64.78), adve.nture (5(.90), fantasy _ (30.42), romahce . (2~· .39), . 
ar\d hull'(our · ( 19.04 )·. ·.Si:nilarly, \his table . shows that for . 
. J . .. . 
• • , L":. ~ .f • • I , ' 
\ ea~ c~nununity {.:th,~ unpopular ~ategories - : children/family·,· 
. . 
science, _nature .studyc.. history/ge~g-raphy, biography, and 
poetry; 'are also ihe / sale, but. th~ 'rank ord~ring 1wi th the · 
. 
·-
exception . of children/ family ~hich is last . ranked by all 
t~ree Jonununities) a~d the IRP scores ··are ~ifferent ·~or ~ach 
. . 
community. Thus, except for the categories of humour, 
travel, and children/family, which are r~nk or~ered fifth, 
eighth, and fourteenth.~ by th~ three comrnunities, there · is a 
wide variation in the reading prefer,-rfcea of the t)lree 
canmunities. The IRP scoresrshow that Gander students have a 
~ 
I '. 
.. 
9Fea~er preference for the categories of {'lY&tery, adventure, · 
' farttaay, humour, and travel, than do students in either Fogo 
-
.•· 
• 
t 
.. 
., 
' :, ) 
. ~- - . ~ __ b~jl 
. '~ .. 
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66 
or Glovertown. In addition to these categories, Gander 
students have a greater preference than do Fogo studants ~r 
the categories of animals, n~re study, and science, and a 
, I 
greater . \freferenc~ than do Glovertown students for the 
cateeory ~f' history/geography. The IRP scores show that 
. . 
·-Glovertown students have a greater preference than either do 
' 
'Fogo students or do Gander students for the categories of 
• animal, -nature study, and scienc~. As well, Glovertown 
-· 
. . 
students show a greate~ preferenc~ than do Gand~r students 
... - .. . 
for the categories of _romance,_ poetry,· biography·, . and 
·children/family, and a greater ·preference than do . Fogo 
s~dents for the categories - of mystery, . adventu:r;e, fantasy, 
\ 
humour., and spor.ts.. The IRP scor-es for Fogo students show 
-that they have a greater preference·than eitper Glovertown or 
Gander stutlents for the categories of romance, poetry, 
. ~ ~ 
r ~ • • 
biography, history/geography, and ·children/family. In 
addition to these categories, Fogo students show a ·greater 
. . 
preference than Glovertown st~dents l for the ca te_gory of 
\ r' . 
travel. Sinc'e .. ~mance i~ not u~ually a popular catego~y. wi~ 
• boys~ (Peterson, (' 1955; Summers and Lukasevich, 1983) it · ·i.s 
• . ' • . ~ • 11 
interesting to note that Fogo boys rank ordered this category 
.....-' ... ~ 
firatJ- with an·. IRP score of (59.67}. It·is difficult to· 
. ~ ' ape~u1ate why this : is ·so: ·. It is un~oubtedly (t~ue t~at ·sine~ 
Glovertow~ s~tudents and_ Gander student~' .are s¥J,arately hous~d . 
I ' > 
in a1.n9.ie buildings, and that each sc)lool has. a qualified 
-. librarian~· ..Mudenta are exposed to wh~t lis considered ·~good •• 
'i 
... , 
l ., - ' 
• I 
-- -" 
' . 
~ . ~ .. 
. . . 
; .... ·· 
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books. It is not likely that such personnel would consider 
·~omance', if it is equated with Harlequin novels, and the 
'II('" 
. . ~ 
like, as• good reading material for elementary- chi-ldren. 
Elementar-Y students on· Fogo Island, on the other hand, attend 
. 
a number of· schf>ols and . neither has a library nor ~ 
• 
. . ~ 
ll.brarian. A·lso, this researcher noted that there was a 
large selection of Harlequin romances at the high school 
I I , , 
library, . ~nd i.n donversation with the librar.i,a~ there, was 
· informed that these books _ _ we_re, the_- most· fOpular onea.-wi th 
' .· , I 
students i.n the school. El~me~ta~ s_tudents we-re _!Wdoubtedly 
. . . I 
b~i.ng --e·xposed · to these _books · through their· older brothers and 
. \ --
sisters. An elementary teacher . also expressed 'dismay . that· 
the boys . and girls in her class were very interested ~n • love. 
s:ories • a~/tndicated that this was \he only type of readin! 
' . 
material available in many homes. 
, • 
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TABLE 8 
l 
' 
.. 
Rank Order df Reading .. preferences of 747 Students 
Fourteen Categories Organized by CCIIIdiUnity • 
for the 
RPI ca~{or . RPI Categc«y for RPI Category for 
Fogo GIDvert:aiiD . .. GarxJer 
.. (n-240) .(1J11148) (a-359) 
' 
-
Ran!ince 59.67 Mystery .. 54.33 Mystecy 64.78 
. . . 
• Mjstery 49.77 Mventure ·42. 79 Mventure . 52.90 
Adventure 37.46 Ranance 37-21, Fantasy 30.42 
Fantasy 23.25 Fantasy 27.11 :R:Jnance 20.30 
H\.mr:)Ur 7.51 H\.llfQ,lr 14•16 Hl.lltOUr 19.04 
' . Animals ..:().34 Animals 8.83 Sports 8.06 
Sports -1.27f' Sports <\'· -0.49 Animals 3'.89 
.. ..,. 
' 
.... 
TraVel . -4.64 ~ Travel -12.78 Travel . -3.08 
··i'Oet%y 
-20.45 Nat~e Study -23:89 · Nature St~ -26.84 
• ' ... : 
Biography -24.8~ SCience -25.43 Science -29.26 
· ' ·-~5.81 . -' Hist/Geog. · Poetry -34.03 Poetry . -34.S7 
Nature Study -29.91 Biography . -42.52 Hist/Geog' ':"41.19 
Science -33.98 Hist/Geog -44.88 ~iography . '-43.80 
'' 0\ild/Fam ~36.81 . · Chlld/Fmn ~5-24 ·. O'lild/Fam . -47.51 
v • 
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. Community and Sex 
Table 9 shows the ranked preference ordering and the 
... 
c 0 r·r e s p 0 n d in g .. I RP. s c 0 r e 5 · ~ f 0 r the g i r .1 s i n t h e t h r e e 
., 
commuhities. An interesting feature of this 'table is the 
similarity in the rank orderings and the IRP scoreS" of Fog.o 
' . , 
girl:s--O"nd Glovertown . girls in the more popular categories of 
, 
romance, mys'tery, adventure, fantasy, · animal~, .and hu~our, 
and •th'e similari ~y in the rank ordeJ;'ings and t~e- IRP score~ 
of Gander girls and Glovertown girls in the less popular 
-
categories of ·Chi._ldren/family, biograp})y, ·histo,.-y/ge~graphy, 
poetry,·· scienqe, nature 'study, and trave1: I.t is· di'fflcult: 
~ 
. to'"'explain ·why this is so. 
• I 
The most p,opular categories for Fogo .gir l.s · ace romance 
(68.90), mystery (53 .34), adventure (36.57) 1 and fantasy 
(27. 56). . The unpopular categories ·are science (-45.97>', 
history/geography (-34.53), nature st.udy t-33.51), sports 
(-24 .•. ~9) 1 and Children/family (-2.4.25) o They are somewhat 
neutral in their . preferences for animals ( 5-.51) , humour 
(2.~2), p~etry (-4.90), and~ to a lesser extent, for the 
categories of ·t-ravel (-8.57), and biography t-12.25') ~ , 'l"he 
. ' I • ' • ~ ( ' .., ' • 
only · one of the popular · categories ·for which Fogo girls show 
--~ e 
a greater· preference than either Gande.r ~r · Gl.overto~n ~irla' 
' 
is romance. However, the · IRP scores for th_e less.a popular 
. . - - -
. c~tegorie~ of poetry, trave 1, biography, childrf1n/family; 
history/geography'· and science, indicAte that Fogo gi;-la are · 
,, . 
. . 
not so strong in their di.siike· of these categories aa either 
.·-
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Qander. girls · or Glovertown girls. Also, Fogo girls show a 
slightly. greater pr.; ference for. t.he category of adventure .. 
than do. Glovertown girls. 
The moe t popular categories of reading · for G lovertown 
.. 
gir-l·s are romance (65.44), mystery (52.91) ,' ttldventure 
· (j~.97), fantasy (29~25'), and ·animal~ (15.J8). The unpopular 
. ""· . . ' 
··.·categories f~J.~Ano,vertow~ · . _gi·rls are a~i~nce (-54~. ~-2·) ·, 
. l . 
.histo~y/geography (-54;1 '0), child.ren/fam~ly (-31.?2),,. 
bio_gr,aphy ·. "· (..:2~ .'68'.) ., ·natu#e · ~tuiy ·. · < .- -~~-71) ~.·anc:t p~et~y '.' 
·, • • 1 • o .. - o < 0 ' , ' ! ~' • ! ~_ I ,_ 0 • • ~ 0 
- (~2? ·• 06) ~ · ' The." only . ·c.at·egoey. th~t· Glovertowri · girls s_how a· 
J • • I • • ' I ' ' • ~ ... d • • I I • • ,, • ' • • s 
·n.~utr'al 1 pref~rence ' J;or ·is · .. h.umo~r ·· :( 4 '.24) _-; . cnoverto~n . gir.ls 
.,* r : _ • . •. '· ~ - ~ ,~· ... ,· .·: <~ f' ~; ~· : ·· • . •. ·• . • .... ,__ : ~: f 
· ~-~qw a gr4;!a:ter pi:.eferen~e · than e!i.ther.· Fpgo gir~s 'or Gan'd~r 
• -~ · , ' •• -.- · 0 , ... ' .. 
.it girls 'for the' category of• ·animals, a greater preference 'than·. 
' ' . .. ' , .. , 
Fogo giris ··for tlie c~tegor:Les 'of humour .. ~ sports,-· 'and nature , 
. .,. . 
study, and a· greater ·p~efet:.ence . : than Gf;l'nder. girls for the 
. ·.- -- . . \ 
,categories . of· t:omance, bio,graphy, an~f children/family. 
. . -
. - . 
·· The JllQst ' papular categories for Gander girls are ·mystery 
. . . .... 
0 • • .. 
(64 .. 46L romance (59.26), ·adven·ture ·(42.64), f~~tasy (31'.11), 
~ " ~ .. .... . 
an'd humour ( 18.99') . • .. The ~n~opular ' cat~g~ries ·are 'science 
(.-54.40), histo_;y·fge~gra_phy (-50,54) , · ~chi1d~e~/family~' 
• • .. 0 ' .. 
. ' .(-~5 e33) 1 • biogr:·apb~· ( -.3~3',41) 1 nature ~St-U'~Y. (·-32 • 49) 1 and 
. ' . . } ' 
·poetry (-22.~2).•· Gander g'i~ls are somewhat neutral-in the.ir 
' . *" ; 
·prefe;ences for anim~ls (9· •. 2,4:),' sports : (-7.l2), · .and . 
, .. . : ·.'' ' " ... • I. • ' ... ~ t ~ . ' " • , : • o ' ~. ' I I •, ~ 
tmvel '~-1·2 ·.25} • .' .; Gan~e:r girls:sh~ · a greater .p~eference than 
'aithe; Fo~~· gi~~ ·<i,r".al~~artowp·:gJ.r~~ :.~or: th~.:~a~egories" ol ' 
o • • • , \ • • • • • ;; : • • ~ , • • ' ., ' • e ~ . 
-: myat~ry,- · adyeptuJ:;".e · . . fant~sY., hUm()ur, (lnd· sports·, . They a·lso 
• ' ~ •• • ~ Q : • • • . .... • 
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' 
.·Rank order ot Readtng ~-of AJa Giru ·toc tl1e ~--
•. Categories Org!l.niDd by ~ty._ · ·. ·. · · · . ~ ). 
• 
. ..
'• 
.X catlqt:lry for 
~ · . . 
·, \ (a-112) • 
• 
-~~ 
Myau,ry· 
' ~venture. 
.. · ~taB).' 
. hlimala 
H\J'ICUr 
Poetry 
' Trawl 
. 
68.90 
53.34 
3~.5~ 
·27.56 
, 
5.51 
. 
2·52 
\ 
-4.90 
• -e.~· 
-~ 
.... 
~stery 
.... 
' Mventure 
Fantasy ,. 
Anine1s . 
. . l-blr;lur' ~ 
, 
Six?rt8 / 
Travel'-' 
If · . • 
65.44 .. 
52.91 
34~97 
~ 15. 
4.24 
-16.03' 
-16.21 
\) 
.· 
' 
.• , 
t-tystery 
Adventure 
Fantasy 
l . 
' Huncur 
Ar}irnala 
• ... . 
Sports 
~ 
Travel 
42.64 
f 
31.11 
19.'99 .. 
' "1' 
9.24 . 
' 
• .-7 .'12 "-.J . • . 
-12.25 ' 
Blography -12.25 . '. Poetry ·-27.66. -~ -22.02 ' 
Nature Study -32.19 
\ .. 
"a\i.ld/Fin 
' " 
-24.25 · Nature Study -29.71 
• • ~--.. · ' \ . 0 
SporU· , . -24~39 . Bio9raphy . -29;68 .··. 
). 
~ 
" 
.. 
. ., 
t I ~ ,fi 
Biography -33.41 
..... ~~Fom 
Hflt/Geog 
.. 
Sci~ .. 
-35.33 
-50.54 
.. . . . 
-54.40 
• 
. , • ' l 
· .
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\ ' • • 
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.. 
t:a.nked dtd . the 
. t t 
p r e f e r e r c ·e 8 
• < • • 
,• 
•\ 
¥ , 
• 
. \ 
' . 
. I 
• 
" i 
~, ' , ~ . 
. ~ -~· 
' 
corresponding IRP · scores~ for ·the. fourteen categories of 
• ' • ' L •' , ' • • ~ • ' 
readin~i or~!nized by_community for boys. This t~le .shows 
' • ,. • I 
that there ·is ·more similarity Q.etween the reading preferences · 
. . I . 
.,of ~der and ~l<?.~ertown boys than_ · thfre is betw_:;.en .. the 
' . . . . .... 
reading preferences of. Fogo lnd Gander boys or Fogo boys and 
. . . . 
Glovertown b6ys
1
. in u;. _ mox:e. f~P~lar ca~egoriea .. of . reading· . . . 
The five . ~t popu!ar categories-- mystery, adventure, · 
fantasy I ._}lumour I • and 'sports . -- are the same for . Gander boys 
- ; 
' . - . . 
. and Glovertown boys, ' with only a slight variation in the ra~ ,. 
o'k'dering. Fogo boys rankfromance number one, -while 
. ' . .,.,. 
Glovertown and Gander rank it s\xth and 
.,_. 
~~mouJ is a f~irly popul~r category with 
' . . 
ninth ''"f'espect.ively. 
. .. . . 
'· . ( . 
Glo.vertown boys and 
Gandel·· boys· but only ...... - ' a neutral ·preference Wl. th Fogo boys. 
- . ,~ 
'l;'~ere is_, ~owever 1 a great similax}ty among tWe . three • 
' communities in the rank orderings of the five moat unpopular 
' ,,. . 
/ cat ego r i e s . o f c h i 1 d r e n I f ami 1 y , b i o g r 'a ph y 1 poe t r Y 1 
histOif /geography, · a~d •.Qature study . . 
• 
Scienc~ is also ~~ 
·. 
I 
. . ~ 1 . . ' 
unpopular category with Fogo boys, but.~. a 
~ ' . . 
.r . . . 
neutral ~preferen~e 
~ ' 
.'~ f.or both Glove·rtown and Gander boys. 
. . 
' . 
.., '. · The moat popular categ«?rieS' for Fogo, boy\ are romance 
'(50.44), myst.,·ry (46.20) 1 adventure (39.35), *pOrte (21.84), 
I :, , 
The !\unpopular categories . are and 
~ 
fantasy (20 . 95). 
children/family (-48.97), biography (-37,46), · poetry ··· 
? . /. •• • • • I 
l-36.00), . •elence (-20.00)., natur~ .•..,.tu~dy (-1.8 •• 3!), ·arid . ~_;~ 
hi~tci\yiqeogk:~phy.· (-17.09): . Their nautral" praferenc~a, are · ,_;-· • 
-- -
' 
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. I ) ,, '• / ., .,, .. 
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. ' 
trayel (-0.72) 
. (-6 .18), iesser anq aniJni)lS and to a extent, 
, . 
' ; . 
humour ,(-12.49)." _ ~o~o boys. ~how · ( gr:ater ·preference- than 
either do Glovertown boys or Gander ~oys for the ·more popular . 
categories ·of romance and show 1~~ .dislike than either 
• 
Glovertown - boys ~r Gander boys for th~ less popular 
categ-ories of children/ family 1 biography I ·!POetry, ·nature 
• • J 
I 
s$-udy,_ and history/geography. As well, Fogo boys show a 
' . \ 
I • greater preference than Glovertown boys for the categories of 
•. 
sports and . travel. 
' I 
The most popular ca[egories f~r Gloy_ertown boys .are 
I , ·. r 
mystery. (55.75)1 adventure (50.60)1 fantasy (25.30)', humour 
. - "' .. 
~ .... .. 
(21.2~)_, 'and . s~rts (15.0S). 
. . 
The unpopulz· categori,es are 
"\ . 
children/family (-58.56), biography 9, ?5.35),. poetry . 
\. -(-41.00), history/geography (-35.65) 1 _,t~ 'nature study 
•. : 
. . 
~ <r / • I 
(-19.07). Glovertown boys are neutral in their preferences 
for ··the c:tegories of rorn:nce (8.99), sc~ence . (~.46l, animals 
_(2.28), and travel (-9.34). They show a greater preference 
.. .. 
than ·Fogo boys ·and ..,Gander · boys fQ.r the categori~s of humour \ • 
. . 
ay science, apd as well. ·· ,_:_reater p~eference than "'ogo boys 
for the ·categories_ of mystery, adventure . . fanttiay , and 
animals, and a greater prefe~.~mce than Gandel"\boys for tlie 
categorlea of roma.nce a·nd nature study. '- ... 
"' ' 
The moat popular categories for Gander boys are myat~· 
. . \ \-
(66.10),, ad-tu~e (63.16h fantasy (39.72), •porta (2J.24L 
... . ·~ ,. . . ' v . ' /. . 
··_ · and, humour. (19.09_). ,- Ther unpo?ular categorie\ are 
chil~ren/ family (-59·. 79), ·biography· (~54 .19), :poetry 
* . '~~ 
\ 
. 
• • • 
' \ l 
, . 
> -
-tr 
' 
' 
.r 
-- " 
·' 
' ~ \ 
· '):".-. 
~Jt·': ~ ,. ' ' 
... 
' (-47.11), history/geography (-31.83), nature study (-21.18 .), 
and romance (-18.66')!· The / . neutral categories with Gander 
\ li ~ boys.,_ are travel ( 6.10), -!~a'ls ' '\ (~1.47), and science (-4.13). 
Gander boys show a ' greater preference than either Fogg' boys I ~ I . 
. or Glover~own boys for the categories of mys~ery; adventu·re, 
f ant~sy, spoc..rts, and trave-l. As (~e~ 1, Gander boys show a 
grea~ter preference than Fogo boys for the categories of 
hum6ur, animals, and ~ence, and •a gr~ater preference than 
Glovertown •. boyS for ~-·catego~ies, of history(geography · and 
biography • 
• 
• • 
•. 
• \ 
,; ~ 1 
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··I/# . . TABLE 10 • t . . 
.. 
Rank ~-of~~ of All iD}a,Jfix the Fourteen 
cat8)oriea OEganized by Olaululi~. ...._ . • - • . 
. (o-128) 
50.44 .. 
• • 
WI oat.egoxy. for 
Gl.overt.owD 
. (l..eD) 
RPI caterjxy fx:r 
Gander 
(n-171) 
66.10 ·Hystexy) 
~ventur \ 63 .16 
\. 
• 
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l Adven~ure 
46.20 
.38.35 
21.84 
20.95 
-o.72 
Fantasy 
HurrDur 
55.75 
50.60 
25.30 
21.29 
15 .. 05 
j'antasy ~" 39.72 . / 
.. ""''· ~ 'Sports 
Fantasy 
Travel 
Aniinal.a -6 ~ 18 
Hl.ltDlr \ -12.49· . 
Hist/Gecg ~11i09 
' Nature stud1 -18.33 
-20.00 
-36.00 
-37.46 
Travel 
•' 
8.99 
3-.46 
2.28 ) 
-9.34 
I *tura StudY -19.07 
Hiat/Geog -35.65.\ 
'I 
-41.00 
-55.35 
~....... '23.'24~ ....... ~-- . -t .~ • 
19.09 
Travel 
Animals' 
Science.;. 
Rarllnce ' -: -18.66 .. 
Nltura St~ -21.18 
Hist/~ 
Poetry 
' BiogrOI*W 
-31.83 
-47.11 
..:..& • 97 0\ild/F~ -sa. s&· OU.ld/Fam. 
•54•19 
-59.79 
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Tabl~ 11 shO\IIa the ranked pf:eferences and corres~nd •. 
IRP score's for the fourteen cat:·e;gories of reaciipg, organized 
- I ~ ·' - . 
by commun:_ity for gx:ade · four. · A.lthough• · the first four 
I 
preferences -- romance, myst·ery • . fantasy, and . adventure-.::.. 
0 
• • ~ 
are the same for the threelcommunities, the ri:mk orderings 
. _, 
.... 
and IRP scores are different. · Gander grade four .students 
. '--
number one wfth an IRP score of 
.. . . 
(61.79). rank mystery 
• 
, Glovertown students also rank this category number one but . 
with a lower IRP score of (~1.68). Fogo students rank this 
• cete~ory n~mber two with an IRP score of (39.50): Gande~ 
students rank adventure number two wi t}l an IRP scC>fe of 
(45.33J, dtbvertown students rarik th~s category number three 
... 
wi-th -...__~~ IRP score ·of ( 35. f1), and . Fogo students rank it 
. . 
number four with an ~RP score of ( 2 3 • 3 2) • There is very 
litt'le var~at~on amo~g the thr~e .communities ip-the IRP 
scores for fantas~. Rocnance, ·however, is the fourth choice \ . . . 
~or . Gander with• an IRP score ~f . (18.26); it is number two for 
' Gio~~r~':""- with "'an IRP ac?re of (48 •• 68) 'l..ut is tha n~ber 
~ one\ Chbice for Fogo with an l~P score of. (~9.36). Humour ia \' t."j . . .. \ ' 
al'Jra a _fairly popular' cat~ory of readi~g for both Glover~own 
' . * ' ... (16·.52) and Gander (15.39) but is considerably less popular 
' . 
with Fogo studen;a (-6..S~All 'three communiti~a show ·a 
a~mewhat neu~al prefe~•n~~ for t~ ·cat~g·oriea '. of sports. · 
t~aval, and· animals. Although there ia some variation 'in the 
... ( ;rank _ order_inga and XRP 
..... . 
acoral, all ' ur atudent• ahow 
..,;.. .· 
1- , . : 
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very little pr~ference for t~e categories of 
f) ; 
~"-. 
_f?Jt ry, . • 
history/ogeography, nature .study, child.ren/family, and 
* ~ 
science • 
.. 
' . 
' t · \ 
/ · ·: 
RPI categcxy for 
Fogo 
(r,..gQ) 
~ 49.36 
-~ 
Mystery 39.50 
Fantasy. 31.32 
Adventure 23.32 
l>o 
. ~a 4.52 
.Travel 2.21 
. 
• SportS -3.43 
~ ~.90 
Poet.ry -13.29 
. Hiat/Geog ' -18.oo 
Biography -18.66 
. 
TAaE 11 
~stery 51.68 
\. 
RatB.nce 48.68 
Adventure 35.37 ,. 
' Fantaay 33.17,. 
. . 
D..1ncur 16.52 
Animals 6.81 
·' ., 
Sports . •2.72 
Travel -9.58 
Nature Study,-22.12 
Fc¢I:Y -25.10 
"' 
. Biography . -32.81 
RPI categoEy far 
Gander 
(n-119) 
. 
Mystery 61.79 
·Adventure 45 .• 33 
Fantasy 29 .. 15 
RatanQ} . "\ 18.26 
llJrour 15.38 
Animals 4.37 
Tra~l -1.3'&. 
Sports \..3.!a 
· Nature Study -15.55 . 
PoetJ:y . -31.56 .. 
.science -33.89 . 
., J 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
•. 
.,.... WNature St~ ·-25.~7 • Science -36.58 . Biography: .5,26 
., 
Olild/Fam -2~.54 • -37.50 Hiat/Geog · 0\ild/Fam .-38.58 
.. 
Science -25.90 .· Hiet/Geog -53.59 0\Ud/hm ;-43.83 
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Table ·12 · show th~- ranked preferende·s and .. responding'· 
... 
· IRP sc_ores ~or t;.he fourteen categories of reading organized 
by community for gr.ade. five.,/ Mystery is the . number one 
choice_ -for ~rade · five .. ~tudents· ~n Gander with an IRP score of 
7 ~ . \o • (65.06). Mysteri is also ~he number one choice for 
Glovertow.n students .but with a much lower I.RP score of 
, ' . 
". . " . 
• (4~ .48"-- Althou·gh mystery is the number two choice for 
. ")· \ f ' ·. Fogo · 
students, they rate ~t only (49 .• 14). Gande\ a!ld Fogo 
~tudents are similar 'in their IRP ratings· of fantasy with 
~ . 
scores oi (31.40)· and · ('30.0~) respectively-, but G1overtown 
· students rate it much lower, with a score of ·(12.38). Humour 
/ . 
is . a ·fai .riy popular category withtFc;:;go- and Glovertown 
4 ·. . . ! 
Theic IRP scor~s ·are (14.47)· and (10.37) students • 
• 
respectiv~ly • However, thi's -category is considerably m6re . · 
popular ~ith Gander students, who rat·e ·it (25.68) • . R~' o nce 
.. . 
is the sixth choice in the rank ordering for Gander st nts, 
·' wit1i an IRP adore' af (10.46>":· is the third choice for 
' Glpvertown students, with an IRP score of (38.29): but is the 
.· . . . 
first choice for Fogo students with ·an IRP score of (52.59). 
·. \ . .. ' 
Sports is c .onsiderably JT!Or.e .POJ?U,l.ar with Gander student~ .. 
(15.05) than it. it with either Glovertown . stude'nta (-1).04) 
.. . ' 
or ·Fogo s .tudents ( -o. 74). All ·grade fi~e ~tu,nts in the 
three communities ·· show a neutra 1 ')pr·eference ·for the 
. .. 
cate9.oriea of animal a' ·and travel, and show a l.ek 'of 
• 
pref~rence, w~th. v~ry~ng dft9~~- .of , rank ordering8, . and· 
different IRP aoorea, for the categories of children/family, 
ri'~--, 
~· ( 
' 
•• . •· .. 
' 
' 
.J 
-· .. ' 
, . 
' 
• 
·£~~~'~: o; . 
,j -· 
... 
-...... ·-:. 
• 
.• 
' .,. . 
• 
,•, 
~ - t . . . • ' 
.. 
• J 
. 
·SCience, h fstg.ry /geograp~y, biography, nature Study, and 
poetry. ' . 
. . ' .. 
TABLE 12 
~ 
Rank omer· of RsadiDJ Pre£erencee of All Grade Five Studeiats fer the 
Fourteen categories organized 1¥ Qmmurl.ty. 1 ; • 
(IJII86) 
, 
·Mylitery 
M~. 
Fantasy 
1. 
·Travel 
; 
52.59 
49.14 
35.45 
30.05 
14.47 
-0.74 \ 
-4.24 
RPI categoEy for 
GloYert:cMl 
' (n,M) 
Mjstery 
Adventure 
Fantasy 
lbtcur· 
" 
Animals 
) . Travel 
. . 
. ' 
42.48 
45.15 
38.29 
12.38 
10.37 
.6.69 
..q.70 
-13~04 . 
RPI categor:y for 
Gander 
. ( (a-122) 
Mystery 
Ad\lellture 
65.06 
54.84 
31.40 
25.68 • 
15.05 
1 Ani.rnlls 
Travel 
-
10.46 
-2.95 
.· ·' -8.30 
• 
Spol:'tfiB 
... ...,.; 
Science -23.08 Science ,. -25.46 • • 
.. 
Nat'fe Study -2~.50 
Biogrephy -29 ~ 39 
Hilt/~· ..:.J4.12 
Sci~ -37.7~ 
Child/~ -41.67 
.. 
\ '!" 
~·: ~ . ~2~.43 ~~Ufe Study ;-29.'96 • 
.. Nat~ Study ~29~(7 .~ -30.45 
. ~ ' . 
... . ;-..,. ',, · 
Hiat/Geo;J 41.14 .' ~at/Geo3 ·. . · -37.79 · 
.• ' 1 .:.'lliogr~ ~ ' -48. ~3 puld/~ -46.'49 
.~ I , ,, 
~ld/Fam 
.. ,,. ;. .• 
--.------~~ .~ .--------------~·-------~~~~~-
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Table 13 shows·. the ranked preferences for the fourteen 
.. - -~-
~ategories of reading, organized by ·community for grade ·six 
> 
student~. t'lthoug~· the~e is some, vari.ation ·in the ran~. .. 
, ~ ..1 
orderings and t~V . IRP scores I the five ffi9St popul.a r 
t • • . ' 
categories mystery, adve'nture,. romance/ hu'mour, and .. 
fantasy -- are the same for ·the three .. communities • . F·antasy, 
however, is considerably more popular ~ith Glove~town 
students (35.78), and 'olnder•stud~nts (3o.7o), than it is " 
with.., Fogo students ( 7. 39), who rank it a rather neutral · · -~ 
. 
preference. Also the categories of sports and animals are 
. .. .. ,- .-
preferred more by Gander lftudents (12.72, 10.2i) and 
• 
Glovertown. s~udents (14.29, 13.'00) than'· they are" by Fogo 
/ 
.students ( -1.3 7 I 6. 76 r! Gander students show neutral 
. . . 
preferences · for the categories ~f -sports, animals, and 
" 
travel, while·Glovertown students do not show clearly any 
n~utral preferences • All three communities show, with 
.. varying d'egrees of ra~ orderings, 
~ .. ~ore·s., a l 'ack of.eference 
.. . 
and with different IRP 
for the categories of 
... 
hi s tory I g eo g rap h y ·, biography , nat u r e s t u d y , , . · p.o e t r .Y , 
~ I 
c}:lildren/ famiiy, and science. Glover town etudents al~o · .. show 
. . 
. ~ - ~ ' 
a !'a~~ of prefe.rence for the category of trav~l· 
.. , ,• 
"·' 
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• TABltE 13 
~-
' . Rank Ol:d&r of Reading Pxefel:enoea -of ·AU Grade Siz stiD!nt:s &r the 
Pcm:teen Oltegar'ies OI?nizecJ by <Dmnamity. • 
-~· 
RPI c:ategoEy :ficr: 
Fogo 
(01164) " 
Myatety 60.56 
Adventure 53.11 
Mystery 68~· 47~ Adventure f.tistery 67.50 \ Adventure ,.S8.54 
RaiBnce 40.32 Fantasy 35.78 ·lbnance 32.27 
. Hunpur 14.87 RatBnce 24.94 Fantasy 30.70 
I . 
raptasy '7.39 R.mDur 15.59 1brcur 16.07 I , 
Anina1a · -·- -- -1.29 Sp:)rts 14.29 Sports 12.72 
Sports -1".37 Ani.rnals 13.00 Aninals 10.24 ' I 
Travel -6.76 Sqience -16.64 · Trawl 0.45 ~ ,, .. 
• Hiat/Qeog . -25.31 
Jography -26.53 
,. 
Nature Study -19. 76 
__ j l'ra"'1 -21.06 
sclence \ -28.44 
Nature Study.-35.01 
• 
Nature St~ -27.21 Hist/Geog -40.02 -41.69 
PQetry . -29.11 BiOgraphy -45.91 
. '' 
-47.19 
Science -35 .• 35 
":' Chlld/~ . -46.71 -48.35 
,. Olild/Fan 
-43.24• \Poetry -47.47 Olil.d/Fem -52.36 
( , 
------------.--.. 
-----------------------------------------• 
; . 
' . ~ 
: " ' ·.-:.~ ' • ··~ ·- • " ., ~~· : 1 ' , • • • ... ' 
' · ./ 4 
• . / l 
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'fummarv 
This researcher· feels that the index . of r~adi. ncf ·. 
~- . 
preferences was an «\ffecsJ ve tool in i llus t rating reading . 
preferences. 
. . 
It shows the relative changes in the r~nk 
ordering_s, and the distances between ehe ranks . in the 
.. 
~ · . 
orderings.' As well, it shows the community differences, sex 
.... · variat.ions, and the pattern of grad~ to g-rade .. fluctuation~~ 
.. 
The scaled preference values for the 747 subjects .in the · 
. 
study are i~lustrated graphically in Figures 1 and 2. These 
.,... figures· provide a clear picture of category "preferences, 
variation t;>y canmunity and sex. They also show fluctuat-ions 
-~ 
~?.: 
/ 
' . 
• { 
I ' '~}I 
# . 
in preferences by grade level and possible .... rl'teractions 
between community, gJ;:"aae, and sex, acrqss the fourteen 
./ .... 
. categories of . readi-ng~ These graphs ill~trate that the 
categories of mystery, adventu~e, Jlnd romance, are the most 
•popular categori~ overall, although differences can be seen 
to exkt within communitt"ta... grades, and s_ex, in p_reference 
• t 
· f9r other categories. Children/family, histor~geography, 
and poetry, are the least preferred categories overall, but 
• I . I 
even these results ara _influenced by int~raction between the 
-;... -' . . "' 
three variables. 
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Figure 1: Rank-order reading preferences by community and grade for males. 
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Figure 2: Rank-order reading preferences by community and grade for females. 
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Cof:lparative Ari'alyses by Community, Grade, and Sex (ANOVA) 
' 
' Intr~action 
-. 
~o det~rrnine statistically 
,. 
~and/or grade ·ha~e-:.si'gnificant influ.enc·e · on reading 
,. 
. . 
. -· 
pre f·e renee s, · and whether there are interact ions a~ong the ,. • • 
variables •. 
' Community·· Re€1ults 
• 
An (\nalys is of· variance (ANOV.A) i results for the· three 
.. 
• '• commJJnities revealed highly sigl')iflcant dif-ferences in 
0 ' 
• 
preferenoes for seven of the fourteen categories (tabie 14). 
. . ... 
. . . 
These categories were adventure, history/geography,· ·.animals, 
. . ......___ . \ ' . . . 
childr/p/famil;-,......__biogr-apny, ·r~attc~,~ and science. In the 
. I) 
stu~y by sum~rs and Lukasevich (i98J), the ANOVA ·results for 
" 
th~ three communities· revealed ~ighly significant di ~fereoces_ 
' ;..__in pre terence for eight of t})e fourteen categories·. These 
~ 
ca.t~gories were !'dventure, children/family, ·poetry,_. fantasy, 
.· travel, romance, nature study, and mystery • 
. , 
The ANOVA results also showed sign-ificant interaction 
. . ' 
. \ ' -
between community and gFade level for the categories of 
. romance and science, and between community and I sex for the 
categories of adventur'e, spor;t s, and · science (table " 14). 
' . 
I 
. ,. 
·~~t. \ · -
' . 
. - .. - -------::·· . 
.. 
' 
' 
.. 
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This m~alls that to some extent boys and girls differ in their 
• • y • • " 
' preferences for. some categories aacord1ng to their, communit"y v .·· . . . 
-~ocation, and . :h~t .prefe~ences . _ fo~ some _ ca~;~ieS-ar~ also ,. __ 
in~luenc6ed ·by grade le~els within these· co~m~ni~ie$. d In .the ~ 
study by Summers and Lukase~ich ( 198_3) ~here were signif.i~ant \inte~ac;tions for · com"!ui>ity by 9rade for th!' c!'tegoties 0~ 
children/fam~ly;' ·science·,· an_d romance., and for -community and · · 
. . · ~ 
"""'. - sex for the c~tegories of animal-s, . romanc·e, and nature ,stu~y_. 
~~~ - - ' • . .... Q ..... 
The data were also ·organized. to show . wheth~r or. not 
. ·-. . ... ' " ; / . ' 
... ' . . ~
., regional differences in reading preferences exist,..ed (table·· 
, _, . ~ 
15). Th-us, a comparison of the pattern of reak1ing0 
. \ 
preferences~,- of" children attending school on Fogo Island " wi t,h 
' ' 
..... 
the pattern of -reading preferences of · student.s attendi·ng 
' 
·· school in Glovertown showed significan-t di-fferences' for nine 
• • ~ of the fourtee"c' categ6rie,~. These categories were_ adven~ure, · 
history/geography, animal~, children/family, 's·cience, 
-biography, · romanc;:e, and mystery. 'A comparison of the .reading _ 
• . . . I . 
~ferences of children a_ttending school 'on Fogp Island with 
' 
. the reading · preferences . of ~hildren, attending schoql in 
. . ~ 
Gander spowed significant differen9es· in preferJnce for eight 
q_f the f·ourteen categori~s.· These categories were adventure, 
. . 
history/g~agraphy, ariimais, chl~dren/family, poetry, 
I 
biogl'a'Phy, r _omance,,. and mystery. A compar,is'on . of the re.ading-
' preferences of .. children attending school in Gloverto....m-Wi'th 
the reading pre .f~re~ces _ o~ ch~;dren attendin~oolJ .in 
Gander showed sign~fi-cant' differences in ·preference for only 
• 
• • 
' 
\ ' 
( ( 
: 
... 
- \. 
QJ • 
\ 
-"!..... 
... 
I I .. 
I· .. 
i\ j 
'' 
, . 
' 
' 
• 
_tw~ of th~_fourteep categories. 
• . 
" . 
, 
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This indicates that · the 
reading ·habits 'of child~en attend_ing ~chool on Fogo Island 
contrasts· gre-atly with the reading habits of children 
. '-
- I , 
att-ending· school· in either Glovertqwn or Gander bu:t that the 
,:.--e ' - , • 
readin~ pre~ences of children attending school in 
• 
Glovertown and Qander are so~ewhat simi,l~r: The results of 
. ' .. . . .. 
· t_h-fs- part 'of. ·the study are at od.ds with· tha·t of Summers ai!,d 
-~· . . , . . . 
·- ----- · Lukasevich' ( 1983 > who ~o~cUide'd tnat, there. were no marked 
. . . /. ' - . . '\ . 
.r .. 
•, 
-. _re~i~nal dit~_Je'rences in r .eading preferences- by the .· et:udents 
~. . . 
i ·n· ~their _s_urvey. A possibl~ •expla~a-tion ~or ~,hi_s,, as not~d 
earlier·r - is ·the fact that all elef!tentary students '-ip both 
G~nder and Gl.overto~n, · sep_arately, attend single. schools, . 
with adequately equipped libraries, •and ·qualified ~sou~ce 
~ -o .. \ . 
. . 
people. Eleme~tary students on Fogo Island attend six 
separate ·s~hools~ operated by ·three Boards. ·Neither · school 
' . 
ha.s : librrry nor. lib.r.ar~an, and access to g~od ~:>boks is 
obviousiy limited. .Glovertown students and Gander students 
also have a greater access to .. bookstores· in urban areas than 
do Fogo . studentsltho live on an economically depressed island 
where transportation and communication facilit~es are 
. .... ~' 
limiting factors. Teachel;'s on Fogo· Island also have a more 
' li\ I 
'limited acpess to workshops and resource people than do their 
counterparts . in either G·i~vertown or Gander. 
- ~ 
Grade .Level Reauita 
. 
When the data were organized by g~ade level, highly 
' . 
- . 
: ~~ 
-
~ · .,
I 
\ 
. \ 
I . 
. ·;., . 
··~~: ... 
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significan~ differences in r~adiJ?-preferences we;~ found for· 
. ' -- - . . 
five of the·fourteen categories {table 14). T~ese categories 
poetry,, _ biography, 
' 
-and" were adventure,.· childr~n/fa'iiiiiy, 
~ . 
· mystery. Also'·, sign~fic~nt in~eraction1ietween grade iev_el 
' . 
and sex was found fof . the categories of fantasy, romance, 
myst_ery:, and sci.enc~. T-hese r .esul ts confirm .th~t _to . some 
extent. boys ijnd girls · differ• iQ ,the it reading ipref~~enees 
. ·. "' \ . ' \ . 
accordi'ng to · the.ir level of maturation. in the study byJo 
' . \, 
SUmmers and Lukasevich. (.1983), with. the data organiz-ed by 
) 
grade level, highly significant differences in ~reference 
wer-e·. found fo.r the categ-orie·s of adventure,· 
hi~tory/g~ography, children/family, po~try, biogr~phy, 
~ , • II' 
romance, natu:te....._study, and mystery. Signi.ficant in~eractiori 
between grade level and sex were fo~nd for the ca~e~ori~s of 
·. . \ 
animals, humour, : biography, romance, 'and nature stud~. 
The. data we·re also organ·ized t '"'o show possib~e 
' di f feren·ces in reading prefer_ences using a one-year · 
' ~ . .. 
I 
developmental ·spread between Q grade five and grade- six, ·and a 
. . 
I • 4 • ~ 
two-year developmen~al spread between grcrde four and grade 
~ 
' . 
six. The result's indicated significant differences fot only. ·· 
.· 
• 
one o'f th.e fourteen categor~es, poetry, for the " grade· fi.ye ·. · I) 
I' 
and gr~d~ _six comparison, while significant differences were . 
found for the categories of adve!,lture _, history/geography, 
children/ family, · SPQrta, poetry, biography, nature study, and 
. ' ,• 
mystery for the ·grade four and grade 'six comparison. In ' the 
. 
-... ' study by summers and · Lukasevich ( 1983) tlle result~ in<licated 
.\ . I J , 
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for the categqry -of myste.ry for the · • • significant difftrences 
--grade:, six and ·grade seven coinpa't'ison while signifi~.ant 
. ' -di'ffere·~ces we*~ found fo~ the categorie~ of adventure, 
\ 
\ 
his tory /ge o .. ~ raphy, 
. . 
children/family, poetry, biography, 
- ro~nce, _na
0
ture_ study, and my_st.~ry~· for the gr~de f tve and 
·. ~ . . 
g ra.Q..e.. seve~ comparison. These re su l't s suggest that 
,_ . ~ . . . ~ . . 
maturational ·diffetences in 
across larger' dev~iopm~ntctl 
. . 
r;eading preferences may _ occu~ 
. · '~ ·. · .· ·-;: . 
span~, but not necessaril~ · .on a 
. _..-- .. ' · ...; ... _ 
! 
· year-by-year bas'is. 
' 
· / sex Difference Resul·ts 
0 , . . ., ... - ;4 ., 
.. ,-....../, The ANOVA data organized by sex showe"<f· hiQhl'y . · 
. significant di~ferences for eleven' .of the fo.;!rteen categories_ 
. . . 
( ·t a b 1 e 1 4 ) ·• . __ T.h e .s .. e · c a .t e g .or i e. s .. w e_r._e ___ .a:d.Jl..~.Jl . t..i.u;_~ _ _, __ · _______ · -· 
. . 
. -- -. 
histori/g~ogra~hy, 
0 • 
a11imaf·s, _ ~ chlldren/family, poetry, 
biogr~phy, .trayel, r,omance, nature . study, · sports, and 
science·. 
' t· 
summers and Lukasevich · (1983') found significant 
• • I • . . . 
,q . . . . . 
differef1ce's · . in t .he categorie.s of history/geography,. animals, 
. . . . 
, o· . . , . . 
children/family, sports, science; : poetry, fantasy, biography, 
. ... . ' . ~ . . . ' . - . \ . ---·-
trave 1, .roman~e, and inyst~~ ..... ~. ··-_The res~lts of· their. survey 
.and- of' this one show' tha_t the ~~adlng .. pr~fere;ces :if boys. and • 
~ 
---
girls vary greatly • 
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6.18 p< .00'2* 1.21 p<.300 p<.()()()* 2.05 p<.~* . 3.43 p<~033* 5.62 p<.004* 
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riD} by chance eqllal to cr .' less than .os was considered l . ·.:; . . :1 
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1-21 p<0.008* 4.86 p<O.O?S._ 0.83 p<0,.36 
I I 
i.18 p<O.OOB* 5.28 p<O.O~* 0.59 . p<0.45 
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o.42 p<o.s2 
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·conclusio.n -
The purpose of this research was to investigate the 
• 
reading pr~fere~ces of intermediate children in three 
__.comrnun 1 ties -- Fogo Island, <;Havertown, and Gander, in .t:he 
~ 
province of Newfoundland and to determine how these reading· 
. ~==-- . 1. --- ... 
. -. 
pre:ferences were affected by the ~ariables -of sex, 
. . 
community, and grade level. . The ,research found that . there 
was a strong similarity · in prefere'nce for · t ·he popular · 
. ·-
2 • • 
·c~tegoties of my.s..tery, ,.adventure, ·fantasy, humour, an·d 
,. 
romance. Other· researchers (Summers and Lukasevich, 1983; 
0 • : 
- -
Ashley, 1972) also · found t~at these were ..the categor-ies of 
reading preferred most by_ middle-grade children. Also, the 
.children showed similar degrees of dislike for .the least 
. 
preferred ca ~egories of children/family, poetry, biography, 
- ., 
nature study, and . history/geography. 
• 
Ari exam~nation of Figures 1 and 2 reveals that, 
-
generally, boys have a stronger preference for the categories 
of science, sports,_ adyenture, humour, traveL nature. s .tudy , __ .-
. ' 
' 
.and history/geography t~an· do girls~ Girls have a. stronger 
~ ~ 
prefe renee for the categories of romance, a.nimals, poe'try, 
biograpliy, and ch ildre.n/family, than do boys, 'and that boys 
... --"-
~ ' 
and girls have similar preferences for the categori~s of 
. - --- ~ 
mystery and · fantasy. 
The independent. varial;»les of sex, community, and grade 
• 
. .....- . 
. - . ~ 
level were found to differentially . affect. readi·ng 
' I 
I 
preferences, and interact.ion among, the three variables also I ' 
' .. i 
- -
--· : . 
; •. 
. , . .':/ 
• 
\ 
,_, 
l 
/ 
influenced the choi-ce for many of the fourteen' categories • 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, I~PLICATIONS, RECOMMENJATIONS, 
-- ' 
Summary 
. 
This study ex p 1 ore d t h e ·• reading. in te re s !t s 
i 
of 
I .. i ,'nterm~~iate-gr.,de cnildren in the province of Newfou-ndland • 
l it focussed specifically on a gr·oup ~f. 7~7 childr~~ iJ ~rades·_ f~u:a: _, five, and six iA· one . . geogtaph;cai ·a~~a of· N~~f·ojrtd~a-nd. 
~ - I I • • • - • . 
The writer feels _thff .this w·as 'a reasonably good ·sample· pf 
. ' • I ' • ( • 
· Newfoundla~d children·, although . the ·sele-ction ··.was no.t dr~wn \ ·-- . . . - - . . . 
randomly • . Jrhe children were cla~sif.ied accordfng to thre~, 
tyJ~s of criteri~. (he first classification was based upon 
. . \ ~ gra~e· placement or. matu~At ion~. The . second cl.assi f ica~ion was 
mad~. according to geograpljical locat iqn and included three. 
0 .. 
dis.t:inct areas; one, a large t~wn, Gander (populatibn 
appr\oximateiy 1.~,000); ··two~ . . a small · town, Glovertown 
. 
.. 
· ( pop~lation less than 2, 500), and three, · a sparsely pop~:~lated 
ar~a, FOS)O Island, made up of six small eommunities, with 
- I 
popufati~ns ranging from less than 200 to 1 ,oo·o. The third 
. 
class'ification. was based. on ~~x. 
r ' 
:ro help determine the reading if\.terests of the children l - --
'in this study, and the effects of ·the va·rious factors orl" ... _ 
1 ~·;,• · e 
,, .. 
thes~:;.':·interests, th-e researctuir used a .. reading preferencE7 
invento~y - (RPI) developed by Dr. ,Edward summers of the 
I 
Univ~rsiti of ~ritlsh.Columbia. Fourteen categories qf 
lit~r,tflre prov'ided the· content for a 91-item RPI and 
., 
., . 
..... t • •• . 
I 
' 
\ 
. ·I ~ ' . . I 'I 1· l. \ .. I ' • . ,,., 
___, .. ~ .· • 
[';J f · 
: . • , 
.. 
\ 
. ' 
j. 
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follo~ed the paired comparison format. ~estihg was - done 
du~ ing the fall term of th( 1984-85 school year. _ With the 
exception of Fogo Island, where the writer himself 
administJered th~_inve·ntory, ~11 other testing was done by 
classroom teachers who will'ing ly, participa.t.ed in the study. 
I 
Teachers and principais Mere 
\ 
extremlly interested in . 
; . . 
obtaining· the RP~- ·ranked results 
. " . 
in order that ~hey might 
I • 
I 
de~ermihe the' reading likes and dislikes of their children 
.. . . I 
which in turn might serve as an aid z· ' structuring activiti~~ 
., . * 
to,, further de·velop reading int, rests. All data ;ere 
. ~ / 
collected •and col.lated, and the st.atistlcs for the same were 
Q .1 presented in Chapter IV. 
I - ' 
Con~aion 
The . .' fo~lowing are some lc~~c1~s.ions based on the re-sults 1' . 
of the survey w~lch were discussed in Chapter IV. 
1 • T h e f i r s t f{ v e 1 c a t ego r i e s , r e g:;l. d 1 e .s s o f . 
• I . ~ 
subgrou:Ping, in thl r;ank · order ~ of .· indepen ent reading 
interests of childr n in grades four, five and : 'ix_, were/ 
and humour. It can( o 
therefore be c .ncl:uded frjm. this that the pr~domi,nant 
indepen_dent J ad'ing interests of \children iri - these grades 
were fictio/ H in nature. Although th~.s does n.ot neJessarily 
mean tha~ the children were not interested in reading 
·I 
no~fiction, it is 'likely that children read non-fiction· for 
info~~ion81 purposes rather than for " enj~ment. 
I . . ---: I • \, I - -: "' .~.....__ _ / \ 
;• I I, 
·• 
• 
. 4,. .1'!.1: 
. ·, t ; 
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2. The results of the index of reading pr ference (IRP) 
~ ~ . .. 
,_ ~: _showed many -d'i f fe-~ences among the · reading inte es'ts of b~ys 
11 
and girls in grad~s four, five, and six. 
· indicated little . or no disagreement with the 
c 
results 
'earli~r research, alt·hough recent thinki.ng sug·gests that· sex 
' I 
• . , . . , I 
•.
1
-Qifferences in reading result not so much ft:om an innate 
'::. )~ifterence. bet~e~n the sexe·s, but ~tern mo'r~ '~rom t'~~ socie.tal 
''I, ' 
.·:·1·!) . ' 
i'i,~onditioning o.~ sex-·typ.ed behaviC!)ur (Lazer, 1937; 
: ; : .. :,. ·: ·. . ' . . . Pe.1tola,· ...... 
. ··:: ;~96,5;f~ Zimet, ~9.66;' Fee1~y, 1974; _·schc;>fer, 1981)~ . 
I I " . ' l ' . . ' - . 
. .  
Boys ·ha~ a~ 
I ' I . ' . ' 
: ..... ; _J:tro~g ·e,f prefer~n~e £ .than girls for _th·e c~·te~o:·ies of 
I~ ·,)adv~ntur~, sport·s, humour, travel, and science. Girls on the 
' · ' ~ J t \ \ "I ... 
i :- ~i-~;he·r h~Jld had a stronger pr~e:ence than boys ' f<:~ th'e 
- -. · :-.\ I ' I 
. · .. ' 1 ~.a .teg_orie's of roman"ce-; an'ima1s, poetry, . biography, and 
. . · ._) ., I •' ...; . 
. I I, I : ' . . 
_ .. ·: ·i ! ~nildren/fami~y. · .T.his provided e~idence · that bdys were more 
. .. tl" I\ . 
·.: . . · : rio~ereS'ted in stories of adYenture an<i/a~~on than .girls, who 
. , r j ' • 1 1 • !I 1 1 
' ·~< .' .shbwed a greater preference th~n boys for the more passive 
.'. ' ' i . ! ! '. < • • . , 
I , ~ I' 
. ~- : :c'ategories of reading. • - ~. :~  :·;\·;:.jT ;'J:. · ;.he r~- r~su1ts of "'the A~OVA showed th·at when tne" 
•. if;: ...... . i' .. ~1.1- )ll . . • 
. · .· .~ , 'HO~t.ng pre~rences for the children-;;:ten<l.ln~ sch~ql· on, ;ago . 
... . ;·;) -. I~iand were compared ~i th t.he. read1rig preferences of child'ren· 
: I ( , f ' 1 ' 
j _,:·_·: \ ' -~~-~nding school in Gander', _' there were s ·ign i 'f icant 
, .. i .. ; t, . r . ; ..  . , . .. . 
1i :··.~_·: ~ ··: d.i~ferences for nine of the fourteen cateQories • . Simi,larily, · ~ 
,. J'tl·'.if . :~~e\~. ~he ·.reading_ preferences of· childr~n- attendi-flg sctloG>l _.'O~ . \ ' '''f· :. ,. ' - ~ . ' . ·:tr; :··~ .: f~d,o . l.sla~d were _compared .with ' the read .~ng pr~fere.nces . of 
j· .. · ·-- ~~ · f ldr.en· Iattenciing ~chooi in Glover~wn, . there ~~re 
\ I' J 
I • I ,J ! l 
' ' 
~ ~ ~ig'nificant differences ·in preference fo~ . ~igh. t of the 
.. 
' 
r '' . 
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· fourteen categories. . ~ ·' However, when · the re-ading pre~er.epces . . 
~ ./ .. -
of children at~enqing school in G,lover~o~n wei:'': compared wi tn 
• , , • f' ' • • • ' • '-' I • 
··the reading_ prefer;-ence · of childre-n a·ttending school in 
, G~rider, there were · .signf'floant di•fferenc_es. in. p~efer::.e'ff'ce for 
onlf tw~ .of. the , fourteen categories~ .. '..:rhi.~~ pr,ov.ided_;;.videnc~ . 
~ ' • , • r • • ' • "-
tQ indicat~ their,' diffe:r;enc(s . i .n read.i.ng pre.fe~ence var'/ ~ · 
c 
'acc,ording' to' g~og_r.aphlc~l . . iocat.io~, 'wi'th greater centras.ts . 
r ·. , . ' . • 
between_. Fogo ano G1overt.own, f and Fogo and . Gande.r; ~ltn 
i . . . . 4 f ~ .. 
' I • • I 
between· Gander. ·a.nd Glovertown. . · 
- "' I , I , •O • 
. . ~ ~ . . 
.,4., '~he . q~ \:a showed only rni nimal 
. . . ·~ . 
·difference~ fn· ~ l'e'ad.inci 
' . 
. . 
prefeuenc.e .when org;11ized to_ show· posslble\. d.tffe'rences :.ov.er 
.. I . ~ . . .. . • o , o- , , . 
.... ' 4 - • • .. • 
the one-year t:ime . span ~rom gra'de' . five - -~o grade s_ix. · . 
• 0 
However, _'signifi.carft. dif.fei~nc.es were .found for eig~t of ~~e. 
f;ourteen categories "when the ·, reading ·preferen·ces. were 
; . . - . ~ .. 
compat:ed using a two-~~~r time sp~n fr'orn grade, fou.r to" '6rade .: 
. 
. 
" . . . .. 
six. A conclusion· here is that m~turation~l -dif·fereri'ces in • 
t:eadlhg pre~ere·~.c~s rna~ oc~ur ac~·os.s la·r~et" · ·deJte .lo~rrien,~al . .'. 
~ 0 • • 
~p~ns but nbt necessatily on a yea~-by-y~a·r . basls • ." . ·Aithou~h 
. . . . . • • .. 
a cnange in' interests was evident as student~. progressed 
• (I • • • • t • ., -::( 
through the grades, some few categor"ies of interest 'remained • I 
constant. •· 
' 
. · .... 
. ' 
'. 
. ' . . 
. ., 
·. 
.,_ 
·, . 
, . 
. . :
5. 
' " 
The RPI ' provide~ a useful measure iot:' showing the 
• ' q· . ~ ' .• . 
p:a .'; e 
..... . •f . 
r .eading: pr_eference of groups C?.f "chi.ldren. 
. . . 
intermediate-grade ·.Children .in thiS Study seem,d to fOCUS r 
~ • • • ' • G . . 
. , . ~ . . 
only on a tew· of the re·ading categories, but a clos~ study ' of .. ·· -~ ' 
• • ' -# .c ' 
the ' var.ious ,tables ~hows variability of readi.ng prefe.ence by~ 
. 
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geograp~ical location, but more particularly by 
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.. 
l 
sex • 
--The index also demons.rated that reading prefer~nces changed 
' 
_.from grade to grad'e for both boys ·and girls. Thus, it can be 
· concluded, that reading ·prefer'ence's 'of individuals can be 
. . ·-~ r~liably measured usin._gl this' inst~umen·t. ., 
. . , . ~ 
--
' 
.... 
-
. , . if 
r 'Implications (# 
' ' 
' 
~ 
~ ,, .The -results of this st'udy confirm the or iginaf' 
' 
. 
I 
hypotheses put forward. · in 'tbis thesis," th~t the reading 
.. , ~ .-. 
. . ' 
.... .- prefbrences of intermediate!.grade children, according to 'this 
~ . ~ . . 
-sa~ple, · ···cii!t~r · signifi~~ntl.y by community, grade level, and 
\ . 
.. -
sex, and, furthermore, that · tl:lese preferences will a l'so be 
influenced oy interactions among the three ·variables. 
,• . . 
Thus, 
• based·. on .th~ results of this study, 'a number of implications 
fo·~ teachers, librarians, reading speciaiists, and all. oth~rs 
" ' I 
whose ·responsibLii ty. it is to bri:ng the child. and the book. · 
~ 
i • • • • ' 
· together, . become evl.dent. \ . . ' . - • i 
o i . A~ though the. data 
: .. -
_t .hP . n .o.t -ion . of regional patterns o£· preference, the 
do not 'proyide stropg support_' for 
.. 
• 
... communities themse_l.;es may exhibit. dissimi'iar pa1j.terns of 
·' . 
preference. Teache·r!!, ~ibrarians_,. reading specialists and 
oth~l:'s ·shoul~:-- be awZfre of this and ~rovide ··reading material 
: 0 • ~ • 
' ' . ' ~ mox-~ spec~.fi-t=fi~l~ _preferred i~" certain co~unities., as 'it i9 
. . ,' '. . ' ~ 
po~sible that t~e e~hnographic and socioeconomic factors 
' . ' inherent wi:t'hiz:l the c9nunu'nity can also influence preference 
. . -~· .. 
l ch?ice,.t• . · 
' ' 
. . 
, . 
. •. 
·' 
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~ . Because rna t u rat' ion a l d i f fer en c e s in , r ~ad in g 
prefe~ences may occur across a developmentai span of at least 
two lears, teachers, librarians and reading specia-lists 
should provide a variety OF graded reading material that will 
meet this growth in ~hildren. 
3. Since this study · showed t11at the reading interests 
• 
. 
of girls and. boys in grade's four, five, and six differ, it ia 
i~portant th~t all ~hose responsible for ·providing those 
• ... ' .. 9 
children with · the appropriate reading material be cognizant 
of. this fact . . ·Although it is imperative that both the sexes\ 
be provided with }:>ooks they .seem to prefer, the onus must be 
on teachers, to broaden the readrng interests of children by 
interesting them· in tbose genres of literature they seem 
least i~terested in. This may -be. accoll\Plished through book 
. . 
talks, projects, or ,bY the teacher reading alo_~d to the 
class. 
4. Generally" speaking, all those whose responsibility 
it is to provide _the approrria-te rea~_ing material £or 
children and to encourage these children to read~ should 
# 1 • ' • "'"'~ I 
Understand the na~Ure Of Childre~ IS r eading int~reStS, and 
U!e . these interests as motivational forces in reading, and 
encourage aJ1d expand these re'ading interests. aTeachera, 
li_brari,ans, ~eading specialists .and others should keep 
abreas;·of the reading interests of children ahd thus be able 
to supply them with a va~iety of reading materials, that will 
meet the wide range of interests of boys and girls of . this 
J 
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5. Although what might be construea as aberrations in 
I 
I 
r~ading _preferences appeared in this study (eg. Grade four 
boys in Fogo placing "romance" as their number one~- choice) 
teachers and-±ibrarians should be tolerant of students' 
initially expressed choic~s fo~ certain types of\rea~ing 
material) and use · these choices as sp~ingbo~rds for gui~ing 
I 
students to -expqnd ·and improve. their preferences. 
\ 
Recommendations for Further Research 
The following recommendations are propos.ecl for fu,Fther 
research: 
.. 1. .· As this study was corlcernea with the relationship of 
children's independent reading interests to three specific 
"' 
determinants: geographical !~cation, sex, and maturation, 
further x:esearch should be ,conducted on the realtionship_ "of 
children's independeqt'reading interests to such factors as 
• • intelligence, reading achievement 1 •S_QCiO-eCOnOmiC StatU 8 I 
general _ ac~emic achievement, and the educational background 
o.( their parents: 
. 
2. In addressing the quest,ion ·of the ·effect _of 
ol 
maturation o~ the reading pi'eferenc~s of intermediate-.g:z;~de 
. 
chil'dren the study took into aonsideration only a o~e-year 
and ·a two-year developmental span. Research should be 
d "' -- ' un, ertaken o~ wider range of grade and age levels than were 
studied in fhe present investigation ln order to identify: the 
) , 
... ' 
... 
. \. 
• 
/ 
I 
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..... 
scope and s e que n c e of c h i i d r e n 1 s • in a e p e n den t r ~ .!'i d i n g 
~interests a~ the yarious levels and to locate paints of 
~ignificant changes in children 1 s reading interests. ,. 
3. ·In view of the fact that a great deal of· evidenee 
I 
and opinion support the ~heory of social conditioning as the 
basis f9r · sex-typed l;>ehavio~r (Lazer ,' 1937: Peltola, 1965: 
Zimet( 1966: Feeler, 1974: SchdfeF, 1981), and thus sex 
differences in reading interests may not be so much a ·result 
. . 
\of inborn cl:aracte\"ist-ics as they are of cuitu.re train i ~g, 
re.search should be undertaken to determine to what extent 
-.... 
so~ial · pressure. or trai~ing may be the most -s i9nifica~t. 
factor behind observed "sex differences " , 
4. Research should be conducted ·to determine what 
' 
relation there is between the exp.ressed independent. r'ead!ng 
preferences and bbserved reading preferences. 
· 5. • A longitudinal study of children 1 s independent 
~ 
' . 
rea~:iing interest·s~ using ~ similar RPI, should be conducted 
in Order to identify changes in interests, especially between 
the sexes, and to determine the factors which cause a·ny : 
' · 
perceived change. 
' 
-6. Research should be conducted to de.termin..e the 
• 
relationship of children.'.s independent reading interest'k- to 
the nature of the reading pro~rams in the curricula of the 
elementary schools. tnv.esti'gations· s})ould be undertaken to 
analyze and categorize 'the content of selected basal reading 
~rograms ~o compar~ and/or cont~ast children's e~pr~ssed 
-
I 1 . 
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.. ,: . 
reading interests with the content• of basal ~ading programs· 
7. Res·earch· should be undertaken to determine- how 
reading compares with other 
·I ' 
spare-time activities·· of 
. 
e 1-'ementary school children. A more specific study should be 
conducted to assess the influence of movies and television 
~ t • / 
' programs upon readllrg interests. ...., . 
,r • • . .. 
, • I ... 
8/ The sample ' for this ·study 
was drawn from one geographi~·l 
though x:easonabl y large, 
- . 
area in northeastern 
\ 
Newfoundland~. Replication of if-his ~tudy should be undert~ken> 
in other areas to determine 'whether or not the .findings are 
accurate and can be generalized. 
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Grade .. 
..... . 
Boy Girl 
I 
School 
. 
Qate 
Town 
DO NOT write. in· these 
Adventure 
History/Geograp~.y. ---:----
Anima is -~------~----
- ,, 
Child/Family · ______ _ 
. Sports 
. . ·' 
Humour ------:---:--~,_.....-
Sci~ nee 
p·oet. ry _______ ...;;;... ____ _ 
.· 
. ' 
Fantasy -------~---------------
a 
Biography 
... 
. . 
Travel 
.. . 
Na'ture Study 
Mystery -~-----------------r 
Tot,al 
READING PREFERENtE INVENTORY 
f ., ._ ~ ' . 
Thi.s booklet c 'Atains 90 stat'emeqts about types of books boys 
and girls ·uk to read·. Read each st!ltement carefully, 
Dec ide which o . the two ty~es "<>f books . you would · rather· read·. 
Place an x· in frd'nt of the one . you ,choose. Choose_ only ~ 
type of book f_or each statement. 
SAMPLE COMPLETED STATEMEN;t: I 
I like' most to read about: 
----- · ~YSTE·RY. (g}).£Ssts, ·sec·re.ts, _detective-:s; suspense) 
---· fOETRY · (rhymes) 
ASit · YOUR TEACHER IF;IYOU ~0 NOT UNDB.RSTANO THESE DIRECTIONS 
I J 
• 
' ) . . 
. . ' . 
: . " ~ .. . ' .• 
. 
··-
. . 
' 
• 
, " 
.. 
. ·. •. ' 
. , 
.,.. \ ' 
-
(' . ' ~ 
. -
·, 
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~ A.' I like mo·s t to read· about: 
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' 
- "TRAVEL . (trips, voyages, exploration) 
~fANTASY . (mon~ter~, myths; mak~-believe~airy tales) 
' . -'-
-. 
- . 
B. I like ~ost to ~e~d about: 
. · NATURE . STUDY (outdoors, · plants, 
:::: . H~STO~Y/GEOGR~HY (past , events, 
. . 
. ' • 
{) ' i , · .. 
' ..... • d • 
-~. · I lik~- most :to ·read about: 
anima·J,s, 'rocks, .fi~)~ 
other coutries) 
r • 
_ ROMANC~ . Cboy-girl s~ories, love, novels) 
----. POETRY~(rhymes) 
.. 
.. " 1. I like most to read . about: .> . 
••t ... 
. -
• 
·· " _, 
f .. 
~ .. 
I 
. •· 
..,, . .. ,· 
_. , 
.·· HUMOU.R . (jokes, \·_iddles, - funny stories) 
::::. CHILDREN/FAMILY (home and school life) 
• 0 ' 
2. I like most t9 read · about: 
. . . . 
· FANTASY (monsters, myths, make-bel.ieve, fairy talesl 
\ ... .:___SPORTS ' (games,. hobbies, recreational activi~ies) 
• 
.. 
. . . 
.... . : .. 
f 
·~· I _like most to .read about: 
.~ . 
ADVENniRE (exc1temen't, danger, thrflls, '.action) 
== ·c_Hp~O~}N/FAMILY Ch9me and school life) 
. . 
. 
4." I like most to read about: 
SClENCE·~. (ntachines, scien~e fic.t1pn, ,space, plan~~) 
BIOGRAPH~ (account · of' a pe.rson 's li'fe) 
\..-• 
s. i 1 ike most to. read .about: 
',. ' . 
. . . 
SPORTS (gaines~ hobbles, recreationaW.act.iv-ities7' 
____ TRAVEL (trips, voyages, exploration) ~ ~ 
~ ·. 
I I' ' . . 
• • ... "1 f I 0 ' 
···. \ ~· 
.. . 
' : . . 
. -
. . -' •.\ 
• 
. ,. . 
I 
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6. I like most to read about: 
· ANIMALS (animal stor tes} , 
---- .HUMOUR (jokes, riddles, funny stories) 
7. I like most to read about: 
' . ROMANCE (boy-girl stories, love, novels) 
BIOGRAPHY (accoun~ of a person's life) 
.. . 
B. I like . mosc to read about: 
SCIENCE,'(mach.ines, sc'ience fic~ion, space,- plant~) 
P~ETRY ( rhymes ) )-
) 
9. I like most to read about: 
____ BIOGRAPHY' (account of 
' CHILDRJ,/FAMIL~ (hpme 
10. I 1 ike mos ~ .... to 'read about·: 
'I> 
a person's life) 
anp school life) 
SCiENCE (machines, science fiotion, · space, plants) 
ADVENTURE (excitement, d~nger 1 thrills~ action) 
11. I like· most to read ·about: 
~ 
ANIMALS (animal ·storj.es') 
CHILDREN/FAMILY (home and school life) 
0 
-12. · I 1 ike most to read about 1 
POETRY (rhymes) 
CHILQREN/F~ILY (home and school .life) 
13. I like most to, read about~ 
... 
• 
FANTASY (monsters, myths, .make-believe, fairy ,tales) 
ANIMALS (animal stories)" 
14. I like mo~t to read about: 
HUMOUR (jokes, riddles, funny stories) 
:::: ·HISTORY/GEOGRAPHY (past events, other countries) 
.• 
\ 
~. -
. . 
'\-.... .. \ . .. . 
f · • I 
t 
~ 
15. I like most to read about: ;. 
POETRY ( rhymes) 
TRAVEL (trips, voyages, exploration) 
16. I like most to read ~bout: 
SPORTS (games, hobbies, recreational activities) 
HUMOUR (jokes, ~iddles, funny stories) ' 
17. I like most ~o read a·bout: 
BIOGRAPHY (account of a 
HUMdUR (jokes, riddles, 
\ 18. I like most to read about: 
ANIMALS (animal stories) 
person's life) 
fu,nny stories) 
·l 
==ROMANCE (boy-girlstories.., love, novels) 
·19. I like most to read about: 
• BIOGRAPHY (account o~a person't life) 
. .... 
'" ) 
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NATURE STUDY (outdoors, plants, animals, rocks, fish) 
20. I like most to read about: 
_ POETRY (rhymes) · 
_ FANTASY (monsters, myths, ·make-believe, fairy tales) 
' 21. I like most to read about: 
ANIMALS ·c animal" stories) 
POETRY (rhyme~) . 
-22, I like most to read about: 
SCIENCE (machines, ~cience fiction, space, plants) 
ROMANCE (boy':"girl stories, · love, novels) 
' . 
.. 
I 
- : 
\ 
~- -
.• ... ... 
r -
23. I like most to read about: 
... 
MYS1TERY (ghosts, secrets, detectives, suspense) 
HUMOUR (jok~s, riddles, funny stories) 
• 
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I 
~ 24. I like most to read about: 
. , 
CHILDREN/FAMILY (home and school life) 
SPORTS (games, hobbies, recreational activities) 
' 25. I like most to read about~ 
-NATURE STUDY (outdoors, plants, animals, rocks, fish) 
.. TRAVEL (trips, voyages, e.xploratio!l) 
" 26. I like most to read about:· 
·, ' 
I:USTORY/GEOGRAPHY ·(past events, other countries) 
SPORTS (games., hobbies, .·recreational activities) 
27. I 1 ik~ most to .read' ab.out: 
FANTASY (monst~rs, ·myths, make-believe, fairy tales) 
ROMANCE (boy-girl stories, love, npvels) ~ 
..  
28. I like most to read about: 
HUMOUR (jokes, riddles, funny stories) 
FANTASY (monsters, myths, make-believe, fairy tales) 
29. I like most to read about: 
TRAVEL (trips, boyages, exploration) 
ADVENTURE (excitement, danger, thrills, action) 
30. I like most to ~ead about: 
CHILDREN/FAMILY (home and school life) ·• 
-NATURE STUDY (outd~rs, plants, 1animals, · rocks, fish) 
31. I like most to read about: 
- . 
CHILDREN/FAMILY (home and school life) 
SCIENCE (mach!nes, 'science fiction, space, 
" 
•. 
pl~nts) 
"'-, 
__ , 
! 
' ' 
·. 
' . 
... : 
' ~ ' ~ 
I 
! 
~~ ·.' •' 
' ,, 
32. i like most to read abo~t: 
_ SPORTS _(games, hobbies, recreational activitie.sf 
____ ROMANCE (boy-gir~ stories, love, novels) 
.. 
,. 
' ... )3. I like most to read about: 
---~ . ... 
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· FANTASY (monsters, myths, make-believe, fairy tales) 
===:.BIOGRAPHY (account of a;person's life) 
, 
--
• ~4. I like most to read about: 
ANIMALS (animal stories) 
ADVE~TURE (excitement, da'nger, thrills, action) 
• 35. I like •.most to -read a.Pout: 
-
S~IENCE (machines, science fiction, space, plants) 
SPORTS (games, hobbies, recreationat ac~ivities) 
- , 
36. I 11ke most to read Lbout: 
BIOGR~HY (a~ount of a person's life) 
POETRY (rhymes) 
• 37. I like most to read about: 
ANIMALS (animal stories) 
____ . MYSTERY (ghosts, secrets, detectives, suspense) 
38. I like most to read about:· 
SPORTS (games, hobbies, recreational activitie.s) 
ANIMALS (animal stor.ies) 
39. I like. m,ost to read about: 
-· 
L 
FANTASY, (monsters, myths, make-believe, fairy tales) 
SCIENCE (~achi~es, science fictionr - space, plants) 
, 
40. I like most to read about: 
.. 
·, 
____ HISTORY/GEOGRAPHY (past events, dther countries) 
SCIENCE (machines, science fiction, space~ plants) ~ 
.. 
/ . 
I ' 
_,y 
. ' . 
. . 
\ . 
.. 
.r 
' . 
41. I like most to read about: 
SPORTS (games, hobbies, recreational activities) 
BIOGRAPHY (account of a pers·on's life) 
42. I like most to read about: 
-J · POE~RY (rhymes) 
r--- HUMOUR (jokes~ riddles, 
43.~ke ·mo~t to read about: 
.r-:l · · . ADVENTURE (excitement, j ____:_ POETRY (rhymes) 
'. 
funny stories) 
' danger, thrills, action) 
f 
~~. I like most to read about: 
I 
CHILDREl~/FAMILY (home and school life) 
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• 
/ 
I 
FANTASY (monsters, myths, make-believe, fairy tales) 
I like most to read about: 
SCIENCE (machines, sqi~nce fiction, space, plants) 
MYSTERY (ghosts,.secrets, detectives, suspense) 
. ' 
~6. I like mos_t to read about: · 
l ADVENTURE (excitement, dang~, thrills, action) 
==== HUMOUR (jokes, riddles, funny stories) 
47. I like most to read about: 
48, I 
' 
TRAVEL (trips, voyages, exploration) 
ROMANCE ( boy-glrl stories_, . love, novels) 
(._ 
e 'most to read about: · 
SCIENCE (machines, science fiction, space, plants _) 
_ _.., ANIMALS (animal stories) 
ke most to read about: 49, I 
" 
-~CHILDREN/FAMILY (hom~ and school 11 fe) 
--~TRAVEL (trips, voY.ages, explorat io~) 
\ 
• 
. .
. 
r 
• # 
.,. 
I 
. ' 
.. 
. ~· 
' , . 
~ a1 
' I 
: 
• 
~ ..... ;~-; 
t ' \..: • , 
t> :, 'r ' . f • • " 
~--~ \1 
.. 
)~ 
"-.... ,_ 
.. 
50. I like most to read about: 
~ . 
· ADVENTURE (excitement, danger, thrills, action) 
----MYSTERY (ghosts, secrets, detectives~ suspense) 
51. I like most to read about: 
.-' 
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NATIJ.RE STUDYtoutdoors, 'plants, animals, rocks, fish) 
FANTASY 'tnfunsters, myths, make-believe, fairy tales) 
52. I like most ,to. r;ead about: 
BIOGRAPHY (account of. a person•s !ife) 
::::~!STORY/GEOGRAPHY (past events: .o~her countries) 
. "/ 
53. I like--most to read about: 
SPORTS (games, hobbies, · recreqtional activities) 
POETRY (rhymes) 
54. I like most 'to read a.bout: , 
ANIMALS (animal storie~) 
BIOGRAPHY (account of a person's life) 
• 
0 55 •. I like most · to read about: 
CHILDREN/FAMILY (home and school ~ life) , 
HISTORY/GEOGRAPHY (past ·events; ot~er countries) 
. 
sf: I like most- t~ read about: 
57. 
58. 
FANTASY. (monsters, myths, make-believe~airy tales) 
ADVEN'IURE --{.excitement, d_anger, thrills, action) · 
I like most to read about: 
. 
, _ ROMANC.E (boy~girl stories, love, novels..) · 
_ ,HUMOUR (jokes·, riddles, funny stories) .. 
I like most to read about i . 
FANTASY (monsters, myths,\make-be~ieve, fairy tales) 
HISTORY/GEOGRAPHY (past eofents,. oth'r countries) 
I , . #\ ----• 
"' 
(" 
I 
.-
I ' 
59. 
60. 
, ) 
.. 
I 'like most to read about: ~ 
HUMOUR (jokes, riddles, funny stories) 
TRAVEL (trips, voyages, exploration) 
I like ·most t.o read about: 
. 
..__ ADVEN1URE (.excitement, danger, thrills, action) 
__.,_ -ROMANCE (O'oy-girl"stories, love, novel"s) 
61. r · like most-to read about:· 
""~ ~MYSTERY .(~hosts, secrets, detectives, suspense) 
_·atOGR~HY (l:lccou"t of a person's life) 
•• 
· 62. I like most" to read ' about: 
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--
NATURE STUDY"(outdoors, plants,4fantmals, ro~ks, fish)--
SPORTS (games, hobbies, recreational activities) 
1 
6 3. I lik-e most to read about.: 
• 
HUMOUR (jokes; riddles, ·funny stories) 
SCIENCE (machines, sci.ence fiction, space, plants) 
64. I like most to read about: J 
·--
SPORTS· (gam~s, hobbies, recreational activities) 
MYSTE~Y (ghosts, secrets, dectectives, susp~nse~ 
/ 
65. I like ,ost to read about: 
/ .. 
TRAVEL (trips, voyages, explorations) 
----:-' 
. _ ANIMALS (animal stories) 
.... 
66. I like most to read about: 
MYSTERY (ghosts, Sbcrets, detectives, suspense) 
ROMANCE (boy-girl st~ies, love, novels> .. 
6 7. I like most to read about: 
/ 
NATURE STUDY (outdoors, plants, animals, rocks, fi~h) 
ANIMALS (animal stories) 
,. 
--
. ' " 
.---
/ , 
"/ , I 
r 
' 
.. 
> 
.. 
'· ·. . ·. 
68. I like most to read about: 
ROMANCE (bgy~~irl stories, love, novels) :=:= HIS}JlRY/GEOGRAPHY (past events, other countries) 
-
69. I like most to read about: 
\ ' ... 
SPORTS (games, hobbies, recreational activities) 
AD~ENTURE (excitement, danger, thrills, action) 
• 70. I like most to read about: 
71. 
BIOGRAPHY (account of a person's life) 
TRAVEL (trips, voyages, ex~loration) 
r .like most to ·read about: ~ 
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•· I 
~TURE arooY (outdoors, ""plants, animals, rocks, fish)· 
_ SC-IENC~ (machine~, science fiction, space, plants) 
72. I like most to read about: 
, 
_ ROMANC.E (boy-girl stories, love, novels) 
CHILDREN/FAMILY.,.(horne and school life) 
- . 
73. I like most to read about: 
MYSTERY ~ghosts, secrets, detectives, suspense) 
HISTORY/GEOGRAPHY (past events, other countries) 
\ 
74. I like most to read about: 
ADVENTURE (~xciternent, danger, thrills, action) == HISTORY/GEOGRAPHY (past events, other countries) 
75. I like most to read about: 
_ MYSTERY (ghosts, secrets, detectives, suspense) 
____ CHILDREN/FAMILY · (home and school life) 
76. I like most to read aboutz · 
NA'tURE STUDY (outdoors, plants, animals, rocks, fish) == MYSTEij.Y (ghosts, se,crets, detectives, suspense) 
·1 . 
-. 
,. 
> 
,. ~ 
II 
,. 
' I ' ,,~ 
' 
77, I like most to read, about: 
I 
ADVENTURE (excitement, danger, thrills, action) 
~IOGRAPHY (account of a person's life) 
_, . 
78. I like most to read about: 
HUMOUR (jokes, ~iddles, funny stories) 
===: NAT0RE STUDY (outdoors, plants, animals, fish) 
79, I like most to read abou~: 
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----..:FANTASY lmonsters, !l'.Yths, make-:...believe, fairy tales) 
_MYSTERY (ghosts,· secrets, detectives, suspense) 
8 0 :~1 'i ike mos .. t ·to read about: 
.. 
____ HISTORY/GEOGRAPHY (past events, other countries) 
ANIMALS (animal stories) 
81. I like most to read about: 
ROMANCE (boy-girl stories, love, novels) 
===: NATURE STUDY (outdoors, plants, animals, rocks, fish) 
• 
82. I like most to read about: 
.,. __ _ 
HISTORY/GEOGRAPHY (past events, other countries) 
_.:.._ TRAVEL (trips, voyage~, -exploration) 
I 
· 83. I like most to read about: 
+-NATURE STUDY (outdoors, plants, animais, rocks, fish) 
ADVENTURE (excitement, danger, thrills, action) 
- I. I• 
84. I like most to~ead about: £ 
TRAVEL (trips, voyages, e plor on) 
=::: SCIENCE (machines, scien e f tion, space, plants) 
. . 
85. I like most to read about: 
rocks; fish) 
POETRY (rhymes) 
-
NATURE STUDY ( outdoo·r , 
I \ 
., 
.··, 
' · 
. ) 
' I 
... 
. . 
-·.·· . 
.. 
t. · 
'· ~"'lt.:. ... ': -. • • • 
•. 
-----
86. I lik'e most to read about: 
TRAVEL (trips, voyages, ·exploration) 
MYSTERY (ghosts, secrets, detectives, .. suspense) 
8 7. I 1 ike most to read abO).J t _: 
POETRY (rhymes) 
HISTORY/GEqGRAPHY (past events, other c'ountries) 
I 
I 
:· • 
.. 
1 
... 
• 
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